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Buckingham Does Not Feel
He's Too Young For Bench

' CHECKING HIS LIST — Murray youngsters got a chance to talk with Santa Claus during a recent performance of the Murray State University Choir under the direction of Robert Baar. Children from left are
Eric Baker, Maurice Thomas and Becky Duncan, all age 5. They attend Murray Head Start and Robertson
Kindergartens. Sponsored by the Music Department of the Murray Women's Club, the concert is an annual
event.

Grand Jury Probe Criticized
As Waste Of Money By Brown
By SY RAIVISEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — A
special federal grand jury's inquiry into alleged state government corruption has been criticized by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who
called it a waste of money and embarrassment to hundreds of innocent Kentuckians. Federal prosecutors have mismanaged the
operation, Brown said, and in
some instances ethics have been
lacking.
"They've spent millions of
dollars and dominated Abe- media
scene for 2/
2 years, they've em1
barrassed and brought under
suspicion a large number of people and they haven't got a single
conviction," the governor said.
Brown was interviewed Thursday night at his Cave Hill Home in
Lexington.
U.S. District Judge Bernard
Moynahan, who empaneled the

special jury in June 1979, dismissed it Thursday.
During that period, it indicted
six persons. Two were tried, but
not found gOilty and the others
face trials next year.
Federal prosecutors have asked
Moynahan to empanel a new jury,
saying numerous allegations of
crime still need*,be investigated.
Moynahan has riot said when he
will decide on the request.
Brown was especially critical of
news stories indicating that prosecutors wanted to indict U.S. Sen.
Wendell Ford, Ault that U.S.
Justice Department officials in
Washington favored dropping the
case.
Justice Department officials
said Wednesday they did not plan
to charge Ford with any offense.
"It was a great injustice to Sen.
7ord," the governor said.
...They allowed a leak to do by inendo what they wouldn't do

directly."
Brown said that if -they operate
this way in other places, they're
going to Idse a great (amount) of
credibility."
At first, Brown appeared to be
blaming the FBI, but later in the
interview said he was directing
his remarks at the prosecutors
who deal with the investigative
material provided by the FBI.
"From all appearances, (the
prosecutors) have operated like
interns trying to perform
surgery," be said. "As far as the
public knows, the surgery wasn't
even necessary."
The 'governor said practically
all persons appearing before the
grand jury have been publicly
identified and been compelled to
explain why they were there.
"It's unfair to cast this reflection upon them," Brown said.
• Under our system, everyone is
•Iocent until proven otherwise."

Peruvian Perez de Cuellar Chosen
To Succeed Waldheim At U. N.
UNITED NATIONS ( AP) — A
A former U.N. associate
courtly Peruvian diplomat, Javier
described the Peruvian diplomat
Perez de Cuellar, is the Security
as "first of all a gentleman."
Council's choice to succeed
Another U.N. source called him a
Austrian Kurt Waldheim as U.N.
"sweet but soft man" who has difSecretary-General. He is conficulty in taking a tough stance
sidered certain to win the General
even in cases that require him to
Assembly's endorsement and
do so.
begin a five-yekr term on Jan. 1.
Perez de Cuellar's nomination
Perez de Cuellar,61, is a lawyer
Friday drew enthusiastic reaction
with four decades of diplomatic
from Latin American nations and
experience who is well-versed in
the United States and China.
the intricacies of the 157-member
China and the United States are
United Nations. He served as U.N
among the five permanent
undersecretary-general in charge
members of the 15-seat Security
of special political affairs from
February 1979 to December 1980, — Council with veto power, and they
had deadlocked 16 rounds of
including a stint as Waldheim's
voting for secretary-general in
special representative on
October and November.
late
Afghanistan.

Peking vetoed Waldheim for a
third term because it wanted a
Third World candidate.
Washington blocked his
challenger, Tanzanian Foreign
Minister Salim Ahmed Salim, apparently because it considered
him too radical.
The 51-nation Organization of
African Unity announced it would
support Perez de Cuellar in the
General Assembly despite its
previous endorsement of Salim.
"We think we should give him
all the support," OAU Executive
Secretary Oumarou Youssoufou
said at U.N. headquarters. "We
have no bitterness against
anybody."

By MATT SANDERS
News Editor
-I'm in district court almost
everyday. I wanted to see what it
would be like from the other side
of the bench," David Buckingham
said of being elected district court
judge for Calloway and Marshall
Counties(42nd judicial district).
"I've always been interested in
law and the decision-making part
of it," he added.
A local attorney for four years
and assistant county attorney for
3'7, Buckingham admitted his
new job, which he will assume in
January, will call for an adjustment in thinking.
The Murray native explained
that as assistant county attorney,
he is concerned with the prosecution side of a case. As judge, he
will have to consider both sides
before making a ruling, he added.
Buckingham,30,said he has had
several meetings with current
District Judge Sid Easley since he
(Buckingham) defeated Pal
Howard of Marshall County in the
general election.
Juvenile and criminal misdemeanor cases are seen by Buckingham as the most important
cases. His age also may assist him
in relating to juveniles, he felt.
"I feel I am able to relate better
to juveniles. The hard part will be
dealing with juveniles. It is a sensitive area," the University of
Louisville School of Law graduate
said.

"Some people felt in the campaign I was too young. But across
the state, it's not that unusual,"
•
Buckingham said.
He pointed .out at a re&nt
judicial college conducted Nov. 29Dec. 4 in Louisville, several
judges attending were young.
The judicial college was conducted to keep the state's.judges
abreast of current legal
developments, problems and solutions in conducting business of the
courts and furthering their
knowledge of legal procedure and
statutory regulations.
Buckingham also has a great in-

terest in how the public perceives
the legal profession. He said he
felt over the years lawyers and
judges have kept their eyes on
each other to clean up some of the
wrong dealings in the profession.
An avid golfer and former
player for Murray State University, Buckingham spends much of
his free time on the golf course.
However, his playing time may be
reduced somewhat by his new job.
The district judge position,
created Jan. 1, 1978, consolidated
the duties of seven judges county judges of Calloway and Marshall Counties and the city judges
of Murray, Hazel, Benton, Calvert
City and Gilbertsville, Buckingham said.
District court also handles traffic court, small claims court, civil
suits under $1,500, probation of
wills and settlements of estates
and pretrial felony hearings.
He added he will be in Calloway
County Monday, Wednesday and'
every other Friday and in Marshall County Tuesday, Thursday
and every other Friday.
Buckingham stressed he will
put much thought and the
necessary amount of time into his
job. He added he will be fair and
impartial.
As judge, Buckingham will have
to give up his private practice.
He also will appoint a trial commissioner in Marshall County who
will act as judge in the county in
the absence of Buckingham.

Legislators Hear Less Than Desired
In Briefing By Gov. Brown, Cabinet
By DIANA TAYLOR
Associated Press Writer
-FRANKF'ORT, Ky. (AP) -Some termed it worthwhile;
others considered it disappointing. But many state legislators
agreed that a briefing by Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr. and members
of his Cabinet was not what they
had expected.
After Friday's session in the old
state Capitol, several lawmakers
said they had anticipated details
on either Brown's plans for the
1982-84 biennial budget or on proposals from the various agencies
regarding possible legislation for
the 1982 legislative session.
What they heard, however, was
basically a recapitulation of what
the Brown administration has accomplished during the past two
years — much of which also was
contained in an annual report
distributed to the legislators.
While some members of the
General Assembly noted, with

satisfaction, that the session going on for the last two years in
represented an effort by the ex- the Brown administration, and I
etutive branchto communicate think we're aware of the good
with the legislature, others were things the Brown administration
has accomplished. 1 don't feel that
not as generous.
"The pretense that we came a reiteration of that is necessarily
here under didn't materialize," helpful to the 1982 General
said Sen. Ed 0' Daniel, L)- Assembly."
On the other hand, Senate MaSpringfield. "We anticipated getjority Leader-elect Joe Wright, Dting some budget information."
O'Daniel viewed the meeting as Harned, thought the session was
a good opportunity for the ad- somewhat worthwhile, even
ministration to give the legislators though it was not what he hacf exa preview of its plans for the up- pected.
"I thought we would have gotten
coming session.
(Continued On Page 2)
"I think we know what's been

partly cloudy
Mostly cloudy this morning
becoming partly cloudy by
afternoon. Afternoon highs
around 40 degrees. Variable
cloudiness tonight and Sunday
with a slow warming trend.
Lows tonight around 30 and
highs Sunday in the low 40s.
Southeast winds less than 10
miles an hour today and
tonight.
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PROFIT-SHARING — Approximately $250,000 came into the Murray economy Friday when the Murray
Fisher Price plant distributed its December profit-sharing payments to its 782 permanent employees, according to Keith Hays,personnel director. Checks were based on five percent of each employee's grods income from Jan. 1-Oct. 31. Employees also were given turkeys following the plant's Christrttas potluck Friday.

•

GARRISON HONORED — Eunice Garrison, L.P.N., (right) was
the guest of honor at a tea recognizing her 33 years of service to the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. Stuart Poston, administrator,
read a resolution to Garrison from the hospital's board of commissioners.

Euniof Garrison Retires
After 33 Years At Nursery
After M years of feeding.
diapering and caring for more
than 17,000 newborn babies,
Eunice Garrison recently retired
as nurse in Murray-Calloway:
County Hospital's nursery.,
The hospital's longest-term employee, Garrison, an LPN,.
began her career in the 65-bed •
Mason Memorial Hospital'Aug. 4,
1948....
"Mrs. Garrison ha-A diapered,
fed and lovingly cared for nearly
all thost. babies and, gotten them
off to-a good start in life,- Stuart
poston, hospital administrator,
said at a tea biltioring Garrison.

"She should feel a very deep sense
of accomplishment.
"The nursery is a very special
place in the hospital and it takes a
very special person to work
there," he'added. "Mrs. Garrison
has all those,charactertsticS and
•
.
more."-e - •
Garrison sAid she started working it the hospital to earn a little
extra money to buy some new
clothes. Her starting salary was 45
cents an hour
The hospital board of commissioners recently adopted a resolution recoiminng Garrison and
honoring her in retirement.
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Carr's Birthday
To Be Observed

Winter Concert
Scheduled
A variety of holiday music,standard concert works and popular
favorites will be among the selections presented at the winter concert of the Murray Middle School
bands and choir.
The concert, at 7 p.m. Monday,
Dec. 14, in the school auditorium,
will feature the seventh, eighth
and sixth grade beginning bands,
all under the direction of Bill
Campbell and Paul Blackburn.
Seventh and eighth' grade
chorus, under the direction of
Margaret Boone, will also be
featured during the program.
Piano accompaniment for the
chorus will be provided by Carol
Thompson and student Susan
Jones.
No admission will be charged.
The public is invited to attend.

WINTER CONCERT SCHEDULED — Murray Middle School students practicing
for the winter concert
are,from left, Susan Jones, Renae Walker, Kelly Bolls, Michelle Garland, Traci Parker,
Brenisa Polk and
Kristy Elkins.

By L J.HORTIN
Sunday,Dec. 13, will mark the
anniversary of the birth of Murray
State's first president, Dr. John
Wesley Carr. Born Dec. 13, 1859,in
Lawrence county, Ind. Dr. Carr
died February 18, 1960, two months past his 100th birthday.
Dr. Carr served as president
twice — 1923-1926 and 1933-1936.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder and
second president of Murray State,
also had his birthday in December
—Dec.25,1875.
With Webster's Dictionary and
the Bible as a library, Dr. John
Wesley Carr opened the doors of
Murray State Normal School in
the Murray High School building
September 24, 1923.
Beginning with four or five
faculty members, the Normal
School had the following on its
staff by the end of the first
semester: E. H. Smith, Miss Mary
Moss, Mrs. Belle Walker, I. H.

Koffman, Miss Stella Pennington,
James H. Hutchinson, W. M.
Caudill, G. A. Murphey and Dr.
Carr.
In 1924, the Normal moved from
the city school to its new,
Calloway-built administration
building, now known as WratherWest Kentucky Museum.
Many of the firsts in Murray
State's history were established
while Dr. Carr was president:
faculty, student body, library, orchestra, chorus, football,
baseball, basketball, athletic
director, teaehing certificates,
departments of science, history,
geography, education, English,
music and others.
The Shield was adopted as the
official insignia of Murray State,
and it was incorporated in the architectural ornamentation of the
Old Normal School building.

Oil Firms Cautious On Reagan's Summons
WASHINGTON (AP) — President Reagan's summons home to
Americans working in Libya has
drawn a cautious response from
U.S. oil firms operating there and
from America's allies. Neither is
expressing the urgency that
Reagan has about the threat posed
by strongman Moammar
Khadafy.
In Europe, Secretary of State
Alexander M.Haig Jr. found scant
public support from NATO allies.
No European leader stepped forward to endorse the U.S. call for

the voluntary withdrawal of 1,500
American citizens and the invalidation of passports for travel
to Libya.
France,in fact, announced it intends to resume normal relations
with Libya because it no longer
considers Khadafy's government
a subversive international force.
Haig, at a NATO meeting in
Brussels, made no direct
reference to the administration's
claim that Libya is plotting to kill
Reagan. He said Reagan ordered
the "minor steps" because of an

"increasing level of terrorist ac- 6th Fleet was ready to evacuate
tivity" and to protect American Americans from Libya if Thursday that American workers'
physical safety is in "imminent"
lives should "some of the plans necessary.
danger.
that we have had access to
Occidental Petroleum, the bigperhaps be carried out." State Department officials met gest U.S. oil firm operating in
Reporters questioned Reagan
with executives from
himself and former President firms with operations U.S. oil Libya,said it told its 138 American
in Libya, workers there of Reagan's request
Ford while they posed for and department
spokesman Alan but it will not encourage them to
photographs, but Reagan said lit- Romberg said the
tle more than that he agreed with dicated "that businessmen in- leave.
they
If the Americans choose to do
Ford's assessment that Khadafy cooperative with what would be
so,
Occidental will provide
the
presiis "a serious menace to peade...on
dent is trying to do."
transportat
ion, spokesman Gora global basis."
But one oil firm executive, who don Reece said in Los Angeles.
Defense Secretary Caspar asked that his name
not be used,
Among other firms:
Dr. J. W. Carr — This snapshot
Weinberger told a news briefing in
said no evidence had been offered
• Marathon Oil said it has of Dr. John Wesley Carr was
London, meanwhile, that the U.S. for the
government's assertion ordered home its eight American taken Dec. 23, 1949, shortly after
employees, and Conoco said it is his 90th birthday, Dec. 13. Dr.
recalling its 10 American workers Carr was standing in front of his
and dependents "on an orderly home adjacent to the campus on
labeled the proposal "a blueprint
the measure is being attacked by basis." Conoco also said it would
N.Sixteenth Street.
for farm failure."
pro-farm members dissatisfied assist in the withdrawal of 265 peoFoley, a former Agriculture
with its price-support levels and ple, employees of Oasis Oil Co.
Committee chairman who has re- consumer interests highly critical and their dependents. Oasis is
The Murray Ledger & Times
tained his influence in farm matof sugar supports they claim will owned by Conoco, Marathon and
(USPS3011-71101
ters, stands firm on his conteation
cost Americans hundreds of Amerada Hess Corp.
The Murray Ledger & Times is publishthat the compromise forced on
millions of dollars.
• . Exxon, which discovered ed every afternoon except Sundays. July
Christmas Day, New Years Nor and
where Block's farm proposals
The compromise sets out the Libya's first oil field in 1959, said 4,
Thanksgiving Day by Murray
have generally received support.
price-support program for most last month it was withdrawing Newspapers Inc..
106 N. 4th, Murray,Ky.
But the critical vote is expected
major commodities over the next from Libya and relinquishing its 42071. Second Class Postage Paid at Murray, Ky. 42071.
next Tuesday in the House, where
four crop years, extends the right to operate there.
SUBSCRIPTION RATS' In arose
multibillion-dollar food-stamp
• Mobil Oil announced last served by carriers, $3.50 per month,
payable in advance. By mail In Calloway
program for one year, continues month it stopped taking oil from County
and to Benton. Hardin, Mayfield,
agricultural research and exten- Libya onNov. 1.
Sedalia and Farmington, Ky., and Paris.
U.S. officials say it is Libyan Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., 134.50 per
wants, he can forget about in- sion services, provides some soilyear. By mail to other destMations$X.50
conserva
support
tion
of worldwide terrorism per
and
exportyear.
cluding us in because we're not goexpansion incentives and main- rattle* than the reported
To reach all depaAments of the
ing to do that," Schmidt said.
perspaper phone 753-1911.
Brown has sought GOP coopera- tains the government's Food for assassination plot that prompted
Peace
Reagan's
program.
action.
tion before, Schmidt said, but accused Republicans of being uncooperative "the first time we
criticized him about something he
was obviously wrong on."
Later Friday, the legislators
were guests at a reception hosted
by Brown and his wife, Phyllis, in
the Capitol rotunda. The reception
SYNOPSIS: After a long
followed ceremonies to light the
journey across the ice sea,
state Christmas tree in front of the
Oonik has finally reached
Capitol.

Democrat Reconsidering Farm Bill Vote

WASHINGTON (AP) — House
supporters of a compromise fouryear farm bill, opposed by an
unusual coalition of farm and consumer interests, could get a boost
from an influential senior
Democrat.
Rep. Thomas Foley of
Washington says he's reconsidering his plans to vote against the
$11 billion commodity price-

support package backed by the
Reagan administration. As House
Democratic whip, Foley is charged with lining up support for
legislation.
"What Foley does, that will
have a very powerful effect," said
Rep. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, a
House Agriculture subcommittee
chairman who is organizing opposition to the bill. Critics have

Brown • .
'Continued From Page 1)
some details pertaining to the
budget, but really we're getting tr'
report on the condition of state
government and the function of
the executive branch," he said.
Despite that, he added, "I think
it's appropriate that the
legislators coming into a session
be made aware of the positive
aspects of the executive branch."
One representative who was not
disappointed was Art Schmidt, RCold Spring.
• Schmidt said he had not expected to hear any substantive,

budget-related information during
the meeting.
"I think it's probably a good
program, especially for the
freshmen," he said. "Even though
you might not learn much new,
you can always learn something."
In brief opening remarks to the
group, Brown encouraged the
Republican members of both
houses to "make a contribution,"
encouraging them to cooperate
during the session.
"I want to tell the governor...that if he interprets cooperation as submission to whatever he

aand the idE KiNd
by Lucrece Beale

Santa Land. Much to his dismay, he finds Santa suffering from the Ice King's
wrath as much as the
Eskimos of his own village.

Tennis Star Wins Fight For House

LOS ANGELES (AP) whole ordeal has cost her
— Billie Jean King won a more than a million
bitter fight to evict her dollars and she never
former homosexual lover wants to see the house
from a beach house, but again.
the tennis star says the
"I'm not really jump-

ing for joy," Mrs. King
said Friday after
Superior Court Judge
Julius Title ordered her
lover for six years,
Marilyn Barnett, to move

Open
Sundays
1:00- • 0
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out of a Malibu house
within 30 days.
"I don't know what I
think toward Marilyn,"
Mrs. King said, standing
beside her husband,
Larry. "It changes every
day. I know she's not my
friend."
The lawyers for the
Kings said they believed
the trial, which addressed only the eviction issue,
also disposed of the
"palimony" suit brought
by Ms. Barnett in May
because Title ruled there
was no property agreement between the two
women. Ms. Barnett, who
has lived in the house
egive, vo since 1974, sued for
0514 ownership of the house
1 Mei, and lifetime support.
"In our opinion, the
palimony case is over,"
said lawyer Dlnnis
W a sser.

:*
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The Following Stores in
Dixieland Shopping Center will be
fiopen Sundays 1-5 beginning Nov. 29th

V,

Buckingham Ray
Wild Raspberry
Bamboo Garden
Town & Country
Dor-Mae
Watkins
Green Door
Murray Leather Shop
Stonsot BoulevareMtnic
Dennison-Hunt
and
The Cherry Branch
will

be open Sundays Beginning Dec. 6th

l

Obituaries1

Services
For Sink
Scheduled
Services for Joseph
Sink, 78, Detroit, Mich.,
will be Sunday at 2 p.m.
in the chapel of I.inn
Futlifln i'fonte;siYernon.
Buda-Twillfollow in West
Fork Cemetery in
Calloway County.
Sink idled Thursday.
Survivors include his
widow, Mildred Elliott
Sink, a former resident of
or
.
this county.
Friends may call at the
funeral home from 6 to 9
p.m. tonight.

40,4'

CHAPTER SIX

A TALK WITH
SANTA
Oonik ran down to the barn.
The door was blocked by snow.
He knew someone was inside
because he could hear voices
and every now and then the tap
of a reindeer's hoof.
Oonik went around to the
side of the barn. There he
found a ladder leading up to an
enormous window high above.
He had never seen a ladder
before. He climbed it fearfully.
When he was near the top he
looked down and when he saw
Keotuk way below he grew so
dizzy he almost fell. Shutting
his eyes, he went up the rest of
the ladder and climbed in the
window.
He found himself at the top
of a vast pile of hay. At the
bottom of the pile was Santa
Claus. He knew it was Santa
because he was fat and round
and wore a red suit and had
silvery whiskers. Out he didn't
look gay and merry the way
Oonik had always pictured
him. He looked sad and
worried.

Oonik landed with a plop at Santa's feet.

reindeer how will you make
-our rounds?"
"I don't know," Santa shook
his head. "Perhaps there won't
be Christmas any more. Who
knows? Anyway, I'm turning
them loose."
"We'll never get the door
open, protested Tweedleknees.
"It's blocked by snow."
"They can fly out the
window," replied Sapta. "That
is if they still have tt* strength
to fly."
"Come now," he said gently,
patting the reindeer. "Fly away
and find some summer feeding
ground."

"Ah," said Santa,"so are we,
my boy. And it is the same
everywhere. Only yesterday
had a letter from a child who
said that though it was August
she had not yet had a chance to
use the bathing suit I brought
her last Christmas. Another
child wrote that he was still
using the ice skates I brought
to him. So you see, the whole
world is cold."
"But you must stop the lee
King!" cried Oonik.
"I?" said Santa.
"Of course! You are the most
powerful, the bravest, the
wisest one on earth. You are
He was talking to a crookedthe only one who can stop the
legged dwarf with large, flappy
Ice King."
ears and the two of them were
The reindeer looked around
Santa pulled his pipe from
gazing unhappily at eight
uncertainly and then, tapping
his pocket and slowly filled it.
skinny reindeer.
their hooves three times on the
"Tell me," he said."How shaU
"Its no use, Tweed lek nees,"
floor, they flew gracefully
stop the Ice King'?"
Santa said. "I'm going to let
upwards straighP to the
"Why," said Oonik simply.
them go. I can't keep them here
window where Oonik sat.
"by going_to him and telling
to starve."
"Wait, wait!" cried Oonik
him to stop."
"If only they'd eat tneat,"
rising to his fort. "Don't let
Now .the crooked-legged
:J- oked-legged.-,.1"hkzr--01011MtIkt-:
:,;:,"
pees
"W.hat
-cookies. --Or —Hut-it was -too •tete: Me-nsensel it Santa wenriiii*Actia-z
vegetables. Or something."
reindeer brahCIS past tiim, one
the lei. King W'ho knows what
"They want moss,"
by one, into the sky.
might happen to him!"
murmured Santa Claus. "They
Then Santa called out,"Who
"I'll go, too," prntested
can'Ainderstand why summer
on earth are you?"
()milk. "I I could help!"
has not come. I'll turn them
Oonik slid to the bottom oft
— You!'' snorted
loose. They can go somewhere
the pile of hay. Ile landed with
Tweellleknees.
where there's bound to be
a plop at Santa's feet. "I'm
"Hush, 'Tweedleknees," said
summer in August as it should
(hunk the Ksk Mot boy," he
Santa. Then he looke*1 for a
Is'."
said. "And I . came to you
Tong time into Oonik's--eyes.
'But what ill you do when
Iwcause my peo; le are being
List he said, "Very good, son.
Christmas l'1111111',41.. WWI:0111141
ed hs illy IciI ng's
We \% ill go."
cedlektrecs - With tit,' anger"
•
.Vi Al Bit ris int fIry Tons
.-anew

•
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Uncle Sam has
billions sitting
in his garage
two congressmen say the United States government can pick up somewhere between $30 billion
and $50 billion by holding a garage sale.
Sen. Charles H. Percy, R-Ill., and Rep. Larry
Winn Jr., R-Kan., introduced legislation calling on
the federal government to take stock of its possessions and liquidate what is unneeded.
Among the unused goods are abandoned
lighthouses, Army bases, ammunition dumps,
prisons,factories, post offices and airports. These
holdingl are classified either as "excess," indicating they can be transferred from one agency to
another, or "surplus," meaning no agency wants
them.
The resolutions submitted by the congressmen
seek public sale of this prrperty with receipts used
to reduce the national debt — now totaling a million
million dollars. Their plan excludes the sale of park
lands, monuments and historical sites.
The Office of Management and Budget is setting
up a high-level staff meeting to discuss the matter.
Sale should be approved. Even Uncle Sam's garage
needs cleaning from time to time.

Looking back
Ten years ago
An average of $44.30 per 100 pounds was reported
for opening sale of Type 35 one sucker tobacco on
Murray floors Dec. 10, according to 011ie Barnett,
reporter.
Steve McCoy, son of Mr:and Mrs. Allen McCoy,
had completed his tour of dpty with United States
Army in Vietnam.
Twenty years ago
The Bennett Pressure Breathing Therapy Unit,
recently purchased by Mjarray Hospital, was pictured being demonstrated by Marjorie Williams as
Lucille-Rose,director of nursing services, and Bernard C. Harvey,administrator,observed.
Hemp W. Brooks,freshman agricultural student
at Murray State College, was South's winner in
public speaking competition at the 43rd convention
of American Farm Bureau,Chicago.
Thirty years ago
Joe E. Blalock, Jackie Miller, William A. Rose,
Thomas Pace, Darwin Lee, Burie H. Giles, Rob R.
Erwin, Joe G. Baker, Jr., Jesse 0. York, Terrell E.
Darnall, Mason Thompson,Thomas F. Lyles, Allen
B. Ratterree, Charles K. Miller and James N.
Coursey of Calloway and Marshall Counties had
enlisted in United States Air Force during
November.
Leslie R. Putnam, Margaret Grisham and Emma
Sue Hutson presented a program for Ladies Night
meeting of Murray Lions Club at Murray Woman's
Club House.
Forty years ago
Robert McElrath, 28, first lieutenant, son of Mr.
and Mrs. W. W. McElrath, so far as known was the
first Calloway County prisoner of war captured by
the Japanese after bombing of Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii,Dec. 7.
Members of Murray City Council were George S.
Hart, mayor, T. Sledd, Robert Jones, Foreman
Graham, Jeff Farris, John Rowlett and Frank
Albert Stubblefield.
Murray Woman's Club will sponsor first aid
classes as a part of national defense, according to
Mrs.E.S. Diuguid, Jr.,chairman.
Fifty years ago
Members of Murray City Council were Edd
Filbeck, mayor, E. J. Beale, R. P. Holland, H. E.
Elliott, W.H. Graves,H.C. Broach and J. T. Wallis.
Will Hamrick, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Will
Hamrick,had received a check for $125 as a prize in
an international contest in wood carving,sponsored
by Cattarauga Cutlery Co., Little Valley, N. Y.
Twelfth grade students at Kirksey High School
named to the honor roll were Lurwin Cain and
Harvey Story.

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Although I do not know the exact
source,the following words appeared
in the "Affirmation of Faith" portion
of a worship service in a Murray
church not long ago.
Help me to love and respect my
earthly companions regardless
of age, and though they may be
different from me. For beneath
the beard, the beads, the black
skin, the white skin, lives
another human like myself. I
do not assume that because I
am Protestant I am closer to
God than a Catholic, Jew,
Moslem,Buddhist,or Atheist.
The creedal prayer asked as well
for help "to span all generation gaps
with bridges of understanding." The
version of Christianity expressed in
this statement shows how to be for
something without being against
everything else.
he
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agree or not

by s.c. van curon

Brown hasn't saved, he just didn't have it to spend
I'm getting a little bit tired of
reading and hearing mayors and
governors criticizing President
Reagan"s program for reducing
federal spending and thereby reducing the federal deficit.
They're trying to lay all of their
financial woes at the feet of the
federal administration in
Washington instead of trying to solve
their own problems. These complainers know in their own hearts
that the day of reckoning miist come,
but they are too busy trying to divert
the blame to Washington instead of
solving the problems.
Deficit spending at the federal
level that has been going on for about
50 years has to cease some day,and it
is about time the fabh created by the
New Deal that Santa Claus lives in
Washington be debunked.
This federal revenue sharing for
states and cities was created under
President Richard Nixon. Its
greatest accomplishment seems to
more
have been to create
dependence on government.
The stock method fostered by the
mayors and governor is to look to
Washington, for they. don't want the
onus of telling the people they can't

have the services unless local
citizens furnish the money and that
means more taxes.
The truth of the matter is if the
citizens had demanded their problems be settled nearer home, the
federal government wouldn't be levying such heavy taxes so money can
be sent back to the states and cities.
Money would be saved by
eliminating hundreds of government
employees who get a bite out of the
money as it makes its round trip to
Washington and back.
Our own Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. is
doing a lot of complaining about
Reaganomics, pointing an accusing
finger toward Washington about the
losses in social services to people.
While the governor has been
heating up these accusations, he has
been forced to trim spending at home
for the simple reason the tax dollars
are not pouring into state coffers as
they were before he took office.
All the while, the governor is telling us how much money he is saving
Kentucky taxpayers because he has
been forced to do the same thing
Reagan is doing for the very simple
reason our state constitution prohibits going into debt without a vote

of the people.
Yet, the governor wants the federal
government to continue deficit spending so money can be sent to the
states to maintain the former level of
spending for Kentucky. It's a nice
shill game if the people can be made
to believe it, and Brown seems to be
doing a pretty fair job. Reporters
continue to quote him saying he saved millions of dollars by reducing the
number of state employees by 4,000.
Truth of the matter is that this just
isn't so because the state payroll,
with fewer employees, is now higher
than it was when Brown took office.
• Politicians ought to stick to the truth
once in a while.
But some of them have learned
that newsmen, by the nature of their
.business, are required to report what
the public official says. It isn't the job
of the reporter to question the truth
or validity of the statement. That job
is reserved for the editorial page.
Newspapers are not inclined to run
One editorial day after day while the
politician is making his same claim
in his set speech that pays little attention to truth.
Hitler used that technique of
repeating the big lie which the news

media of the day continually
reported until the people believed it.
History tells us what Hitler's lies
brought about.
One of the fables being promoted
now is that local governmental agencies cannot increase property taxes
because House Bill 44 prohibits it.
That fable just isn't so entirely.
Taxes cannot be increased by the
local officials, but the increase can
be made by a vote of the local people.
This bill was passed to bring more
responsibility to local spending. If
the local people want more taxes,
they can vote them.
It's disgusting to expect everything
to come from Washington. Look how
silly some of our federal legislators
can ,get. Sen. Alan Cranston of
California, for example, criticized
Reagan's veto of the budget resolution by saying, "What's a mere two
billion dollars?"
When Gov. Brown tries to tell the
nation how much he has saved- the
taxpayers of Kentucky, he is just
spreading the schmaltz. He hasn't
saved us the first red cent, not a
single copper. He just hasn't had the
'money to spend. That's the truth.

Today in history

"No matter how much I try to straighten it up, he still
looks crooked to me."

Today is Saturday. Dec. 12. the
346th day of 1981. There are 19 days
remaining in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On Dec. 12, 1642, Dutch navigator
Abel Tasman discovered Nei,
Zealand.
Ten years ago: Gunmen in Northern Ireland killed hard-line
Protestant Senator John Barnhill,
the , first member of that nation's
parliament killed in two years of continuing violence.
Five years ago: Outgoing
Secretary of State Henry Kissinger
returned from London following talks
on the future of then white-ruled
Rhodesia.
One year ago; The widow of Mao
Tse-tung was dragged from a Peking
courtroom during the trial of the socalled "Gang of Four," accused of
anti-government activity.
Today's birthdays: Singer Frank
Sinatra is 66 years old. Singer Dionne
Warwick is 41.
Thought For Today: It is impossible, in our condition of society, not to
W.M.
be sometimes a snob.
Thackeray, English writer
(1811-1863)

by sy ramsey

capitol conversation

Guessing game underway in Frankfort
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
guessing game has started within
the state administration on options for new or added taxes,
which go under the more gentle title of "additional revenue
sources."
Gov. John Y. Brown Jr. has not
suggested more taxation, and the
legislative leadership continues
publicly to regard extra taxes as
almost unthinkable.
But there is private ferment
among fiscal analysts, who have a
kind of post-Christmas list of
which taxes are politically
feasible.
The governor said recently that
the new two-year budget will be
presented to the General
Assembly in a three-faceted
operation.
First will be the bare bones
document which says in effect:
Here is what it will cost to continue the basic services to
Kentuckians.
Next will be a list of new or added programs which would be nice
to have, in the administration's
view, it the General Assembly
chose to spend additional money.
Third will be the potential
methods of obtaining "additional
revenue sources" to finance those
programs.
In other words, at this point.

Brown does not seem ready to propose more taxes and, if he does
not, who in the legislature is likely
to come forth with such
suggestions?
It may yet turn out that despite
the cries for more funding by all
segments of education and by
many Kentuckians receiving
human services, no additional
taxes will be needed.
Perhaps the long-range outlook
is brighter than it appears now.
After all, the next budget lasts until mid-1984 and national
economists are predicting an upturn as early as the summer of
1982.
Also, Brown's planners may
develop innovative ways to hold
the line during the crisis period.
But if taxes are recommended,
it is historically a governor's
move.
One of the possible major tax
changes might solve many problems because it would yield so
much money, but at the moment it
appears most unlikely.
That is the exemption granted
by the 1919 special session on the 5
percent tax on residential utilities,
a move which is costing the state
an estimated $85 million in lost
revenue each year.
The other major result of the

special session also could have
great impact if it undergoes
changes.
That is House Bill 44, which in
general limits all taxing districts
imposing property taxes to no
more than 4 percent additional
revenue each year.
Brown indicated last summer
that perhaps the bill ought to be
repealed or drastically modified.
He backed off under an avalanche
of criticism from around the state.
Still, several legislators, concerned with the diminishing ability of schools and local governments to raise revenue, are talking about giving them authority to
increase local taxes or impose
sales or severance taxes.
The post-holiday list also includes as possibilities:
—Doubling the 3-cent per pack
tax on cigarettes to yield another
$15 million annually, which would
still leave Kentucky the second
lowest in the nation in this area.
—Removing the sales tax exemption from out-of-state
thoroughbred horse sales, which
might generate $1 million
annually.
—Doing the same with the exemption on farm machinery, for
additional income of possibly $15
million a year.
—Raising the current 4.5 per-

cent severance tax on minerals by
1 and maybe 2 percent.
—Raising the auto license tag'
fee from $12.50 annually to $15.50,
which would produce $11 million
for the perpetually ailing Road •
Fund.
—Increasing the 9 percent
gasoline tax to 10 percent and
thereby obtaining an estimated
$20 million more for the Road
Fund.
—Rearranging the complicated'
taxes on distilled spirits and wine
in such a way that maybe $10
million a year extra can be
obtained.
The above prospects have the
advantages of stirring comparatively less political heat than •
tampering with the utility and property taxes which affect so many
more Kentuckians across the
board.
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Beating the market at its own game
NEW YORK (AP) — It was not a
pleasant morning for Victor
Niederhoffer. Since the opening of
cornmoctitits-trading The day before,
Monday, Nov. 17, he had lost $1.5
million of his trading firm's capital.
"How does it make you feel?" he
.was asked.
"Humble," replied Niederhoffer,
• the disarmingly unaffected Ph.D. in
mathematics. "It makes me feel
very humble," he said.
"Commodities markets have a
tendency to take it all back."

That statement can be taken
literally; in the view of . most
experienced commodities
speculators, very little winning occurs in their ranks. But the comment
doesn't apply to /;irederhoffer. He
still remains far ahead.
When Niederhoffer and his fellow
intellectuals at NCZ Commodities,
Inc. began speculating in July 1979,
armed with a mathematical analysis
of market behavuir, the capital totaled $340,000. Two years later it had
balloonol lip $6.2 billion. And before

the week was out they had recaptured "hundreds of thousands" of the
$1.5 million dip, well on the way to'
beating the market at its own eime
'
of taking it all back, - '
/

When he began NCZ, Neiderhoffer,
a Harvard graduate with a Ph.D.
from Chicago, already was acclaimed as the highly successful founder of
Niederhoffer, Cross & Zeckhauser,
Inc., a company that develops highly
lucrative sellout opportunities for
small businesses
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Menus
Listed
Menus for the Nutrition

December 12.1981

Community Events

DEAR ABBY My father died when I was so little I don't
even remember him I will be 11 years old next month. My
mother has a very good friend of hers living here at our
house. He has been here over a year. All my friends know
my father is dead, but what do I say when someone asks me
whose car is always parked in.front of our house? They
know we don't have one. I hate to lie.
NO ANSWER IN FARIBAULT, MINN.

Saturday,Dec.12
Seventh and Poplar Club will be from 1 to 4
Church of Christ will p.m. at homes of Don Kelhave a churchwide ly, Gordon Vire and Kim
Program for the Elderly
potluck dinner at 6 p.m. Wallis.
for Dec. 14-18 have been
at Murray Woman's Club
DEAR NO ANSWER: Don't lie. Tell them the car House.
released. Meals are servMonday,Dec. 14
belongs to a friend of your mother. It does, and he is.
ed Monday through FriRussell's Chapel
day at Hazel and Douglas
Associated General United Methodist Church
Centers and Tuesday and y Abigail Van Buren
Contractors Club at Mur- Women will meet at 1:30
Thursday at Ellis Center.
DEAR ABBY: I recently opened my own business,so I got ray State University will p.m. in home of Ginny
Meals are also sent out
myself a mechanical device whereby a recording of my voice sponsor a pancake and Crihfield.
tells the caller I am out and asks him to leave his name and sausage breakfast from 7
Monday through Friday.
address so I can return his call.
Menus are as follows:
Christmas Party for
That proved to be a total flop. People kept calling and a.m. to noon in Parrish
Monday — meat loaf,
Catholic
Leo's
citizens will be at
Center,
St.
senior
hanging up the minute they realized they were talking to a
mixed greens, carrot DEAR ABBY: I have known for some time that my recording.
Church. Prices will be 11 a.m. at Douglas
coins in butter sauce, hot husband has been seeing another woman. I know who she
Then I engaged an answering service. A very courteous, 82.50 in advance and $3 at Center.
roll, butter, glazed sweet is, but there's nothing I can do about it. I took this man for businesslike person answers my phone and asks the caller door with children under
better or worse, till death do us part, and I will never break to please leave his name and number so I can call him back.
potatoes and apple.
Murray Neighborhood
five free.
my marriage vows.
Moik of the callers say,"Never mind. I'll call again." They
pork
Tuesday — roast
Girl Scout Core will meet
Yesterday I found a note in his jacket pocket It was won't even leave their names. This is infuriating!
and gravy, steamed cab- written in his own handwriting. It somehow made me feel
Murray Squar-A- at 9:30 a.m. at Girl Scout
These same friends used to complain that they could
bage, mashed potatoes, better. Please put this in your column, Abby. It might help never get me, and now that I have an answering service I Naders will dance from 8 Cabin.
cornbread, butter,other wives, for I'm sure there are other husbands who feel am no better-off now than I was before!
to 10:30 p.m. in Woodmen
Tau Phi Lambda
Abby, why are people so rude? I am hurt and angry. of World Hall.
pineapple crisp and the same way, but the animal in them is just too hardily
control. .
Please print this because I'm sure I'm not the only one with
Sorority of Woodmen of
pineapple.
FEELING BETTER this problem.
Wednesday — Weight
Alcoholics Anonymous World will have a
OUT OF TOUCH
Watchers chicken, mixed DEAR FEELING: I'm all for making as many
and Alanon will meet at 8 Christmas party in home
vegetables, applesauce, people as possible feel better, so here's your husDEAR OUT: I can understand why some people p.m. in west part of of Carol Wilson at6 p.m.
hot roll, butter, chocolate band's note:
become inhibited when they realize they are in Livestock and Exposition
Recovery, Inc., will
communication with a "machine," but an answering Center.
chip cookie and peaches.
HOW I REALLY FEEL
service performs (or should) the same service as a
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
Thursday — chili, She makes me
feel dirty and guilty.
personal secretary. You either need new friends or a
cheese, chili beans, My wife makes me feel clean again.
Household shower for Health Center, North
new answering service.
creamy cole slaw, I hide when I am with her.
Mr. and Mrs. James Seventh and Olive
• •
crackers, butter and I am proud to be seen with my wife.
Odell who lost their home Streets.
I know she is a whore.
tangerine.
by fire will be at 2 p.m. in
Sigma Department of
DEAR ABBY: How would you define success?
Friday — chicken cro- I know my wife is a lady.
River Baptist
Blood
My
feeling
for
her
is
lust.
CURIOUS
Murray
Woman's Club
quettes with chicken My feeling for my wife is love.
Church Fellowship Hall.
will have a Christmas
gravy, green beans, She only satisfies the animal in me.
DEAR CURIOUS: I like Christopher Morley's
Waldorf salad, hot roll,' I feel secure in my wife's love.
Women of Chestnut Tasting Party at 7:30
definition:"There is only one success — to be able to
butter, carrot cake and
own
way."
your
life
in
your
spend
7.6Church, p.m.at club house.
Grove 0
.prunes.
Hazel, will .-Asor a fund
Murray-Calloway
raising ,inner from noon
County
Need Line
church.
to 10:30 p.m.in
Association will meet at
PITMAN GIRL
Mr. ,and Mrs. Benny
Captain Wendell Oury noon at Pagliai's.
Pittman, New Concord,
damage
of Daughters of
Chapter
Uncorrected heart
Friendship Sunday
announce the birth of a
American Revolution will School Class, Westside
daughter, Lacey RebecLawrence E. Lamb,M.D. have a Christmas party Baptist Church, will have
ca, weighing six pounds
and gift exchange at 1 a Christmas party at 7
13 ounces, measuring 21
DEAR DR. LAMB — How important point. ds, bypass rise in heart rate. Your doc- vent having a double chin?
p.m. in home of Sally p.m. at church.
DEAR READER — You
inches, born Saturday, completely does coronary operation does not correct tors should record your elecalready trocardiogram when you are can't spot reduce. There.are Livesay, 1604 Sycamore.
has
damage
that
the
bypass
surgery
restore
the
Dec.. 5, at 1:17 p.m. at heart' to normal function occurred in the heart muscle having chest discomfort. no exercises that selectively
District 17, Unit I,
Sunday,Dec.13
Murray-Calloway County after one has had damage from a • previous heart Since you have identified eliminate fatfrom under the
Licensed Practical
Christmas
party
for
Hospital.
even
cordoesn't
this with lifting, that is the chin. Exercise uses calories
from a myocardial infarc- attack. It
The father is employed tion? What could cause rect the disease in the arter- stress that should be used in and removes fat stores from grades four through eight Nurses Association, will
a detour your case.
will be from 2 to 4 p.m. at meet at 7 p.m. at DeVanthroughout the body.
by Hooks Wheel Align- unexplained pressure in the ies. It only-provides
around areas of the arteries
I am sending you The
I'm
suspicious
that
your
chest
upon
lifting
and
with
Murray
Country Club. ti's.
ment, Inc. The mother is use of hands and muscles as that are blocked by disease. Health Utter number 17-10, face is not as fat as you
member
may invite
Each
the former Cindy Bran- in hammering nails or turnThe heart muscle damage What You Need to Know imagine. You weigh so little one guest.
Euzelian Sunday
About
Heart
don.
Attacks,
that
that
unless
you
are
quite
ing screws?
is permanent. If.it is not too
School
Class, First Bapwill
explain
exercise
after
short
I
suspect
you
have
a
I
am
made
to
feel
this
is
Grandparents are Mr.
extensive you will be able to
attack to you. It states distorted image of yourself.
Calloway County Mid- tist Church, will meet at
and Mrs, Hubert Pitt- imaginary. I recently met return to normal function. an
that lifting is different from In that case you need to see
someone who explained havman, New Concord, and ing the same type of pres- But if it is extensive the walking and why. Others about some professional dle School and High noon in Fellowship Hall of
may be too
heart
muscle
Mr. and Mrs. Alvin Bran- sure on hammering nails. weak to provide proper who want this issue can send counseling. Such a distortion School bands and Laker church.
75 cents with a long, is often the basis of anorexia Jazz Ensemble will predon, Jr., Rt. 2, Hazel. They did not know I experi- pumping action.
Tuesday,Dec. 15
stamped,
self-addressed nervosa that induces young sent a Christmas concert
enced
this
problem
so
I
Great-grandparents are
A stress test is fair as a envelope for it to me, in care girls to starve and damage at 3 p.m. in Jeffrey gymRetirees of UAW
know I am not an isolated
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Ray, case.
How accurate is a measure of function. It is of this newspaper, P.O. Box their health.
Locals will meet at 5:30
nasium.
Hazel, and Alvin P. Bran- stress test as an indication almost useless in evaluating 1551, Radio City Station,
Now,if you have inherited
p.m.- at First Christian
the
type
of
exertion
you
are
dnn.
New
York, NY 10019. the tendency to have fat
of ability to work after
Church.
asking
about,
lifting.
Why?
Tour
of
Christmas
Bypass operations are most pads under the chin it will be
bypass surgery? I had a
triple coronary bypass oper- Because most exercise tests successful in people who hard to impossible to elimi- Homes by Kappa DepartBargain Matinees
evaluate
'heart
function
in
improve their lifestyle by nate such a pad blvhder or ment of Murray Woman's
ation. I continue to have
Alcoholics Anonymous
the
chest pressure on lifting 25 relation to increasing heart losing excess fat, developing exercise or both.
Sat & Sun. 2:00
rate
common
with
treadmill
fitness and not smoking.
condition really warrants it
pounds of weight and most
Cheri & Cine
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am the fat pad can be removed
any physical exertion that walking or bicycling.
Lifting increases the work 19 years old and weigh 95 easily with a simple surgical
requires strength from the
All Seats S1.50
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Man's Better Half
Tempers His Worse Side

'AR

HEALTH

Birth

hand and arm muscles.
DEAR READER — You

have written about a very

of the heart by increasing
the blood pressure without
an associated comparable

pounds. The only fat part of
my body is my face. Is there
any exercise I can do to pre-

"xmc.r"'
Central C • 753-3314
7:10,9:15 +2:00 Sat.,Sun.
ailiodoe Inn I:NH
Airs.allesuara
HARRISON FORD

W

W)ERS
OF THE

EISILOST ARA
• PAIIIAMOUNT
•KrUIPI

k

7:05,9 05 ±2:00 Sat,Sun.
DON'T YOU WISH
YOU WERE ARTHUR?
Dudley

MOW*

Lo28
M Innen'

Ellen Stark, Katie Letterman, Youlanda Grooms
Melisa Stark, presi- and Mary Clark Hull.
dent, presided at the
November meeting of
Dairy Wives
senior adults
Homemakers Club at
Sirloin Stockade.
Senior Adult
Devotional thoughts
were given by Frances Fellowship of First BapMcCuiston. Handmade tist Church will have a
items of crafts were covered dish luncheon
Tuesday, Dec. 15, at noon
displayed
in
Fellowship Hall.
Other members preWayne Halley, minister
sent were Judy Stahler,
Joyce Tidwell, Beverly of music at First Baptist,
Shelton, Betty Tucker, will direct a musical proMarlyn McKinney, Lou gram.

dairy wives

7:05,8:55 +2:00 Sat ,Sun.
Adult Entertainment

jainianiteile —
Joy Of A Woman(X)
*Sylvia Kristal
—18 or over only —

SYLVESTER
STALLONE
MICHAEL
CAINE

VICTORY
"47=:""
ClIettnut

SI •753 3314

LATE SHOW il & SAT
iDLif ItIiNMl
110$ On Plitt • 11 iOPM

Running Out Of tia
Ideas For Christmas=
Try The

HITCHING POST!
Annual Christmas Sale „.
Save Up To 50%
474-2266

16-S 10-S

San. 1-S

Library Volunteers and
Conversational Spanish
Class will have a potluck
supper at 6 p.m. at
Calloway Public Library.

Hospital
Report
12-9-81
Adults 166
Nursery 1
NO NEWBORN
ADMISSIONS
DISMISSALS
Patricia S. Park and
baby boy, Rt. 3, Benton;
Kimberly K. Grogan, 301
Chestnut St.; Charles E.
Stinnett, 8 Riviera;
Frank H. Julian, Rt. 7;
Herchel Crittendon, 409
Jefferson, Fulton; Sissy
Jo Waddell,Rt.9, Benton.
Denny L. Cope, Rt. 4,
Benton; Jennifer Kelly
Gupton, Rt. 7; Barbara
N. Dougherty, Lone Oak
Road, Paris, Tenn.;
Janet L. Brelsford, Rt. 6;
Joe G. Smith, 403
Hillside, Mayfield;
William 0.Presson,Rt.6.
Patricia A. Oliver, Rt.
1, Benton; Rubye I.
Culver, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Maxine Shoulders, Rt. 5;
Marie Moody, Rt. 1,
Alma; Beulah Coleman,
Rt. 5, Cadiz; Carlene
Williams, Rt.3.
Dewey R. Lampkins,
Rt. 2; John F. Sullins,
Farmington; Nevada
Hodge, Rt. 8, Benton;
Edgar C. Morris, Rt. 7;
Exie B. Adams,312 South
10th St.; Allie Elizabeth
Davis, Rt. 3, Fulton.

FOR SUNDAY,DECEMBER 13, 1981
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast
given for your birth Sign.

.sorority meet

412fA

guest speaker

nOili

Mfal

Terra-Plans Landscape
Consultants

•Nboo‘
WI It't
V"
AiO lstot oG

Plan For
Spring Landscaping
Now

Call 489-2626

Hours:
GM
Wrapping

Poplar Spring Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 7 p.m. at Western
Sizzlin'Steak House.

note, but towards nightfall you social life are favored after
get a renewed burst of energy. dark.
money SAGITTARIUS
Surprising
.
jrOfy
developments are favorable. (Nov.22 to Dec.21) 41%
LEO
A friend is gracious, but
Garland, Donna Garland,
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
unreliable. You're wise to reLinda Fain, Nancy Todd
ARIES
Sidestep dubious at- main skeptical. Expand your
Tau Phi Lambda and Diana Lyons.
•
7Z
% tachments. The evening will horizons through travel, study
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 41Y1
Sorority, Woodmen of the
Be discriminating in love. A bring exhilarating introduc- or cultural events.
World, met Nov. 24 at
determined
effort brings tionrlltreessn
sa
. Go
Avoiqdg ia
boa
boastfulness
speec
stfulz and CAPRICORN
MarWOW Building with
domestic
solutions.
Late even(Dec.22to Jan.19)
Ben Jones, missionary
tha Andrus and Joyce
ing favors special enterSome undercurrents affect a
of
Bammel
Road
Church
Haley as hostesses.
tainments.
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
close
relationship. It's best to
Ann Spann, president, of Christ, Houston, TAURUS
Visitors could cause get things out in the open.
work
of
Texas,
for
presided. Members voted
domestic complications. Cur- Relations in general improve
(Apr.20 to May 20
to donate $100 to Murray- Eastern European Mis- Problems in getting in touch tail expenses when socializ- after dark. .
Calloway Mental Heath sion, will speak at 8:30 with others could mar plans. ing. Late evening brings a AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
Center. Plans were made and 10:40 a.m.services at The evening is your best time need for privacy.
The social pace could prove
to make a basket for a Seventh and Poplar for dating and visiting with LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22) 11-1.1 wearing on your health, if you
Church of Christ and 6 others.
needy family.
Rumors abound concerning overdo it. A surprise invitation
Others present were p.m.services at Universi- GEMINI
career matters. Do further may lead to good times and
(May 21 to June 20)
Christ
Sunty
Church
of
Loretta Jobs, Judy McUnexpected news should research before committing romance.
Ca r t y, Ernestine day, Dec. 13.
please you. Though you'll yourself. Impromptu visits piscEs
have to be careful of spending, are exciting.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XC
P
you still may make a SCORPIO
Business and pleasure do
worthwhile purchase for the (Oct.23 to Nov. 21) ni/OV' not mix favorably, yet a surhome.
You may get'the wrong in- prising development works for
CANCER •
formation about a distant mat- your benefit after dark. Enjoy
(June21 toJuly 22) ISO ter. Double-check travel late-evening togetherness.
The day begins on a sluggish schedules. Both career and YOU BORN TODAY are
II• •
•111•Elli both creative and practical,
•••••••••••••••••
•
•
OHO••••
• but sometimes have difficulty
•
III reconciling these qualities. It
•
For all your Travel Reservations Call
•
is important that you truly like
your work in order to succeed,
•
otherwise you'll experience a
conflict between work and
play. Music, sculpture, in•
terior design, engineering,
•
real estate and management
•
•
are some of the fields in which.
•
you'll attain fulfillment.
representing
•
•
perceptive, have fine
You're
American and International Travectinte
▪
hkeasuiercial
critical abilities, and would
•
•
Resideetial Pinnies
succeed as a writer. Acting
•
may also appeal to you.
Its••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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In Aurora

Coldwater Baptist
Church Women will meet
at 6:30 p.m. in home 6!
Valerie Henderson. A
potluck supper will be
served.

Frances Drake

datebook

-Amarmai,
*wart
• -1Res

Murray Assembly No.
19 Order of the Rainbow
for Girls will meet at 7
p.m.at lodge hall.

Your Individual
Horoscope

procedure. Plastic surgeons
who do cosmetic surgery do
such operations all the time.

1:10,9:30 +2:00 Sat., Sun.
JACK NICHOLSON
JESSICA LANGE

will meet at8 p.m. in west
section of Livestock and
Exposition Center.

•▪ Marjorie and Bill Major
•
•
7S3-0880

For Your Landscape Planning
We Sp.cluMz.

PRE CHRISTMAS SUIT SALE
SEND SANTA SHOPPING & SAVE
iiticimigljain tap, lira.
rahan Et Jackson
01
/0 Off
OPEN NIGHTS MON-FRI
TIL 8:30 TR. CHRISTMAS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1:00-5:00
Traditional Clothing for G•ntlemsn and ladle:

OP

THE

PARTICULAR

MAN

0

Men's and Young Men s Suits
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Murray Business News Mies
Shoppers Qualify For Tax Deductions
While Solving Gift Buying Problems
(EDITOR'S NOTE) —
The following is the last
in a series of five articles
concerning holiday spending from the Kentucky
Society of Certified
Public Accountants,
Louisville.)
Almost everyone has
one problem holiday gift
to buy. If you find
yourself in this bind, the
Kentucky Society of
CPAs has some suggestions to help you solve
your gift problems and
qualify for a tax deduction at the same time.
Do your friends have
favorite charities or a
cause they would like to
support? If so, consider
making a donation in
your friend's name.
Under most circumstances, because you
send the check or make
the payment, the deduction is yours. And many
of the larger charitable
organizations make giving these gifts easier by
sending cards notifying

the recipients of your gift.
In national organizations,
such practices vary from
state to state, so call
beforehand for information.
To insure the deduction, make sure the
organization is eligible
for tax-deductible contributions. The IRS has a
list of qualifying
organizations. While
most of the better known
organizations are on the
list, your Triend's charity
may not be. Call your tax
adviser or the IRS to be
sure.
In addition to a cash
donation to a charity,
CPAs say, you can deduct
part of the gift of a
membership in a
museum, historical society or educational
organization. Individual
memberships generally
start at $25 or $35, with
lower prices for students
and non-residents. Your
gift qualifies the recipient
for certain benefits such

as free admission, discounts on some museum
shop items, free
catalogues and publications and invitations to
special previews.
Donations to charities
and museums can be
made by credit card,
cash and sometimes by
pledge. The way in which
you pay, CPAs note, may
effect the year in which
you take your deduction.
For example, pledges are
not deductible until paid,
and if you pledge in someone else's name as a
gift to them, you cannot
take it as your tax deduction. If you charge your
donation, youstion't have
to pay the bill before you
take the deduction. For
example, you could
charge a donation and
take the deduction in 1981
under the old, higher income tax rates, but not
pay until 1982 when, with
lower taxes, you might
have more spendable income.

To take full advaniage
of the new tax laws, you
might consider giving
two years' donations. Inform the charity of your
plans so they don't
assume you are doubling
your contribution.
However, if you do not
itemize your deduction,
you may want to defer
payment until 1982 when,
even on the short form
1040A, you can deduct 25
percent, or up to $25, for
contributions. Work it out
both ways to see which is
more beneficial, CPAs
suggest.
If these suggestions
don't solve your problem,
CPAs say, think of giving
one of your own assets. If
you are a small business
owner who profits from
sales of your own paintings, pottery, sculpture
or other craft, consider
giving your friend one of
your works. Of course, if
you simply give a gift to
your friend, no tax or tax
deduction is involved. If,

•

however, you give a gift,
such as one of your paintings to a museum in your
friend's name, deduct the
production cost of your
work.
If you don't make
money on your own work,
but your friends admire
your collection of art or
antiques you have yet
another option. You could
start a collection for your
friend by giving one of
your pieces or buying one
for him or her. You could
also consider donating
one of your pieces to a
charitable organization
that uses such items. If
you give your object to a
STATE FARM AGENCY — Larry Krouse (seated recently received his agenfriend, keep a record of' cy contract with.State Farm Insurance. He also relocated his office at 524 Main
the transaction.
St. With Krouse are his wife Judy(left)an4 his secretary Lisa Simmons.
A donation of an art object or collectible to a
qualified group, however,
allows you to deduct its
fair market value. CPAs
suggest that anytime you
acquire, donate or sell
such objects, you obtain
written appraisals for tax'
purposes.
Larry Krouse has shall County High School. a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday'
received his agency conKrouse and his wife through Friday and by
tract from State Farm In- Judy have two daughters, appointment ;Saturday.
surance and relocated his Kelly and Julie. The telephone number is.
office at 524 Main St.
Office hours are from 9 759-9888 or 759-9889.
Krouse, who had been
during his closing with State Farm under a
remarks. -The next two-year training proseveral years promise to gram, received his " conbe among the most ex- tract Dec. 1.
A native of Memphis,
citing in the history of our
Krouse
offers a multi-line
intergovernmental
of
insurance
policies, insystem,as state and local
governments assume cluding auto, life, health,
responsibilities that have commercial and home
been preempted by the owner.
Krouse also features a
federal government over
family
insurance checkthe past several
up
on
policies
from any
decades."
company to determine if
coverage is adequate.
A school teacher for 12
years, Krouse has served
as assistant football
coach at Paducah
Tilghman High School
and head coach at Mar-

arry Krouse Receives
State Farm Contract

GovernmentOfficialsAttend Meeting
WASHINGTON, D. C.
-- Mike Miller, Marshall
County judge-executive
and president of the Kentucky Association of
Counties; and Fred B.
Creasey, executive director of the Kentucky
Association of Counties
were two of more than 150
representatives from
county and municipal
governments who met
with President Ronald
Reagan last week during
a private White House
meeting on the administrations attempts to
return power to county
and state governments.
Miller and Creasey met
with members of the National Association of
Counties (NACo) and
discussed local and state
concerns before attending the meeting. During
the three-hour meeting,
top-level administration
officials gave Miller and
Creasey a first-hand
report on the president's
program of New
Federalism and the pro-

gress it has already
made, including the consolidation of 57
categorical grant programs into nine block
grants and the creation of
advisory committees on
federalism and
regulatory reform.
The President told
meeting participants that
"Americans in recent
years have begun to
recognize that the steady
flow of tax dollars and
power to Washington has
resulted in a government
which — at least at the
federal level. — just
doesn't seem to work any
more.
"We have seen the
federal government take
too much taxes from the
people, too much authority from the states, and
too much liberty with the
Constitution."
Earlier that day, Miller
and Creasey heard from
Murray Weidenbaum,
• chairman of the Council
of Economic Advisors
and a long-time supporter

of the general revenue
sharing program. While
insisting that there would
be no "scared cows"
when it comes time to
enact further budget
cuts, Weidenbaum said
that both he and the
President support the
general revenue sharing
program until an alternative revenue producing
method could be identified and implemented at
the-state and local level.
In addition, judgeexecutiv e Miller and
Creasey heard from
Richard Williamson,
assistant to the President
for Intergovernmental
Affairs, who said that the
administration's
federalism program goes
beyond block grants and
regulatory reform, and is
involved in making
federal departments and
agencies more sensitive
to the needs of county and
state governments.
Other speakers at the
meeting included Health
and Human Services

Interest Rates Hit Plateau
By ROBERT BURNS
AP Business Writer
NEW YORK (AP) —
The quick slide in interest
rates brought on by signs
of recession came to a
screeching halt this past
week, and some
economists said rates
may dip only slightly
more this month before
rising again next year.
The rate decline, marked by a steady drop in the
prime lending rate this
fall, hit a barrier erected
by the least likely of parties: the Reagan administration.
The president's chief
economic forecasters,the
Council of Economic Advisers and the Office of
Management and
Budget, disclosed this
past week new calculations that projected a

budget deficit of $109.1
billion for the current
fiscal year.
What's more, the
forecasters said their
preliminary figures
showed the budget deficit
widening to $152.3 billion
in the following fiscal
year and to $162 billion in
fiscal 1984.
That is a far cry from
the balanced budget goal
Reagan had set as he took
office last January. And
it stopped the recent bond
market rally like a butterfly hitting a brick wall.
The prospect of biggerthan-expected budget
deficits stirs fear among
investors because they
expect interest rates to be
forced higher in the
future as the federal
government enters the
market more often to

finance its growing debt.
Bond prices tumbled as
rates moved up fairly
steadily throughout this
past week. Rates on
Treasury bills trading in
the resale market, for example, were up about one
percentage point by
week's end compared
with the previous Friday.
Because of the higher
credit market rates,.
banks decided to hold
their prime lending rates
at the prevailing 15.75
percent level. The prime
had fallen from 20.5 percent in September.
In other business and
economic developments
this past week:
—Lockheed Corp.
decided to halt production of its L-1011 Tristar
airliner and write off
losses of $400 million.

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

take pleasure in announcing that
effective January 1, 1982 their firm name
will be changed to
RICHARDSON, HOWE, WILSON & CUNNINGHAM

CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS
301 MAPLE STREET
MURRAY, KENTUCWalf,

WELDING
CLINIC

LEARN 5 WAYS TOMELD

Chemical Company
Names Russell
Superintendent
CALVERT CITY, Ky.
— Air Products and
Chemicals, Inc. named
James P. Russell
superintendent of the
polyvinyl alcohol production plant at the company's chemical complex
in Calvert City.
In his new position,
Russell succeeds Randall
Varilek, who was recently named technical
manager of the Calvert
City facility.
Prior to his Air Products appointment,
Russell served in various
positions in chemical production, management
and marketing. He has a
B.S. in chemical
engineering from Ohio
State University and an
M.B.A. from the Illinois
Institute of Technology's
Stuart School of Management.
A native of Manchester, Ohio, Russell
resides in Murray.
Air Products and

Membership
Awarded

James P. Russell
Chemicals, Inc. is headquartered in Allentown,
Pennsylvania, and is one
of the largest U. S. prbi
ducers of polyvinyl
alcohol. This substance is
used in textile sizings,
adhesives and paper
coatings. Air Products'
Calvert City production
complex is the cpmpany's
largest chemical facility;
there are nine others
across the United States.

W. L. "Bill X"
Echstenkamper,
president-chief engineer
of the Plantmix Asphalt
Industry of Kentucky,
has been awarded a lifetime honorary membership in the Kentucky
Association of Counties.
Echstenkamper, who
has headed the Plantmix
Asphalt Industry of Kentucky for 25 years, was
cited for his spirit of
cooperation with county
governments and his
extra-ordinary efforts to
promote the policies of
KACo.
Presently, the only
other honorary members
of KACo are former
Governor Julian Carroll,
State Senator Delbert
Murphy of Daviess County and Supreme Court
Justice Robert Stephens.
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We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

to Congratulations

RICHARDSON. TREVATHAN & HOWE

-

Secretary Richard
•Schweiker, Transportation Deputy Secretary
Darrell Trent, Housing
and Urban Development
Undersecretary June
Kock, and Vice President
George Bush.
"While recognizing all
of these positive accomplishments, much
work remains to be
done," said the President

•4

Larry Krouse
James Russell

See latest welding techniques for equipment repair
PLUS demonstrations of amazing, new, easy-to-use welding
equipment No charge No
obligation
Even if you weld only occasionally, you will find this
clinic informative interesting fun and a way to save
money

TIME: Dec. 14,81 7:00 P.M.
PLACE:Southern States
DIRECTIONS: Industrial Rd.
Murray
• Learn five ways to weld with
just a few hours practice
• Learn easy overhead welcaprze
• See unique, new welders
• Meet welding experts from
Century Mfg Co

REGISTER NOW!
CALL

753-1423
COFFEE, DONUTS
& DRAWING.
NO CHARGE.
. .

•

Robert T Cunningham, CPA
Edgar L Howe, Jr., CPA

Bethel Richardson, CPA
Jerry W Wilson. CPA

Joe Pat Treyathan, CPA

Stria Richardson

(502) 753-2424
Alma.

CPA

December, 198,1

BRING A FRIEND.

Southern States
Industrial Rd.

Murray
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Sports

Baseball's Wheeling,
Dealing Meeting Ends

Killer Instinct Lifts
Murray Over Marshall
By JOHN SALERNO
Sports Writer
There is a certain
coach of a major college
basketball team up in
Lexington who said the
other night after a victory
that all his team's talent
would be nothing without
the killer instinct.
Well, Joe B. would have
been proud to see that
same characteristic in
the Murray High Tigers
Friday night, as they
blew out Marshall County
74-58 in front of 3,000 fans
in the Marshals' gymnasium.
The game see-sawed
back and forth in the early going and the physically strong Marshals led
after the first period by a
basket at 15-13. Then
Murray surged and led by
as many as 10 points
before the end of the second quarter.
Near the and of the
half, the Tigers were afflicted by turnovers and
their opponent took advantage by closing the
gap to 36-32 at the half,
and then tied the score at
36 at the start of the third.
"We had a tremendous
letdown in the secqnd and
third . quarters," Tiger

coach Cary Miller said
after the game. "But we
finally woke up and
started playing basketball."
In the final period,
Marshall County worked
the ball inside Murray's
zone but failed to score as
they hit 20 for 51 from the
field. The Tigers then
jumped on the Marshals'
missed opportunities and
hit a sizzling.9 of 11 field
goals.
Tiger center Jim West who led all scorers with
25 - catalyzed his teammates with two nothingbut-net buckets from 20
and 15 feet to open a six
point gap,50-44.
With 4:27 remaining,
the Tigers took an eight
point lead and went into
their four-corner offense.
This did got look like a
good move when Marshal
Danny Naughton stole the
ball and hit a layup which
brought the home crowd
to its feet. But the local
fans were soon to be
silent.
Murray continued to
run the four-corner offense but they didn't exactly let the air out of the
ball as they got it to West
who sdit'a seam in the

Murray
Seed
Division
753-3023
PIG FEED
16% Pig Grower, Pellet
18% Starter Plus, ASP 250, Pellet
22 k5!/0 Pork Power Mix, Meal
40 % Hog Power
42% Pork Power Plus Supplement, Meal
15% Sow Power Med. Meal

DAIRY FEED
16% Milk Booster, Mix
32% Dairy Hi Power, Pellet

HORSE FEED
10% Ponderosa
• 12% Corral Complete

DOG FEED
21 ',/c, Handlers Choice
50 Lb. Plus 25 Lb.

CHICKEN FEED
16% Egg Ration Pellet

MINERAL
Livestock Mineral
Master Mineral
37% Mineral Blocks

50 LB. BAG FEED CORN
For each 100 lb. of feed bought get 25 lb. of dog food
of one mineral Mock

FREE

Mrray Ledger & Times

Marshall County zone
cinnati in the 1977 Tom
and jammed the ball
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. around whether the comtrade. He won a
Seaver
powers
's
through the iron for the
(AP) — The week-long missioner
in 1980 and
Glove
Gold
d.
strengthene
be
should
game's most exciting
wheeling and dealing fell
.222 in 105
hit
season
last
Giles said that some
play.
short of that of a year
games.
some
express
did
teams
ago, but major league
"Jim West played a
Kern, who had a 1-2
baseball's annual winter unhappiness with Kuhn, ledger with a 2.70 ERA in
real great ball game,"
was
there
that
but
added
meetings closed with a
Miller said. "He hit the
23 games in 1981, has a
flurry of activity and a no move to fire the comboards (eight rebounds)
lifetime major league
missioner.
touch of controversy.
and really put the ball in
record of 46-48 with 83
fifth
the
in
is
who
Kuhn,
The New York Mets,
the basket." And how
saves.
who hadn't made a trade year of his second sevenabout that dunk, coach?
Mets General Manager
all week, announced two year term, will be up for Frank Cashen said he
"The opening was there
summer.
next
re-election
late
within 45 minutes
and he really put it
To retain his job, he came to the winter
Friday as the midnight
through...he really slamneed at least nine af- meetings with the idea of
will
EST interleague trading
med it."
firmative votes from the obtaining another
deadline approached.
And Miller said his
starter, but that when the
When it was all said 12 National League teams
combination of players
opportunity to get Kern
and done, 15 major and 10 of the 14 American arose, he couldn't pass it
continue to work as one
.
clubs.
League
league players had
unit on the floor, which
The first Met deal sent up.
clanged uniforms
could provide the needed
One of the bigger deals
thIö'ttgh seven deals on shortstop Frank Taveras, of the day sent outfielder
depth over the long haul.
season,
last
hitter
.230
a
the final day of the
"We had seven players on
Tom .Paciorek, the
meetings. For the week, to the Montreal Expos in
the floor tonight and we
American League's
minor
for
exchange
. there were 16 transaccouldn't tell much difsecond-leading hitter last
Steve
pitcher
league
big
36
tions, involving
ference." Those seven hit
Ratzer and an undisclos- season with a .326
leaguers
29 of 51 shots and 15 of 26
average, from Seattle to
amount of cash.
ed
18
This compared with
free throw tries.
the Chicago White Sox for
was
American
Ratzer
transactions involving 59
Jim Essian,
Marshall County Coach
catcher
the
of
pitcher
Association
players a year ago in
Cruz and
Todd
Bobby Toon said after the
shortstop
15-4
a
with
year in 1980
Rod
Allen.
game one of the key facoutfielder
last
and
Denver
at
record
Meanwhile, rumors cirtors was the possession
that National season was 1-1 with a 6.53
culated
you
offense. "Anytime
The Los Angeles
League owners had in- earned run average in 12
get ahead, you can
Exthe
Dodgers,
for
meanwhile, anappearances
aimed'
itiated discussion
spread your offense and
nounced the signing of
pos.
er
Commission
ousting
at
play keep-away basketThen the Mets sent se- free agent shortstop
Bowie Kuhn during an exball," he said. "Every
cond baseman Doug Mark Belanger, 37, to a
session.
ecutive
coach has that kind of ofBill Giles, head of the Flynn and minor league one-xear contract.
fense if he has good ball
Dodger Manager Tomgroup whose purchase of hurler Dan Boitano to for
handlers. You're not gomy
for
Lasorda said
Rangers
Texas
the
the Philadelphia Phillies
ing to get it sitting back
was obtained as
Belanger
reliever
d
right-hande
was approved this week,
and watching them hold
an "insurance policy" for
attempted to squelch the Jim Kern.
it."
Flynn, 30, was obtained injury-prone veteran Bill
talk, saying the discusBut the coach added,
sion actually centered by New York from Cin- Russell.
'We were probably out of
it before then. We missed
three or four baskets inside, then that West kid
hit three shots to get them
what they needed.
"They outscored us 2814 in the last quarter and
that's nothing more than
LEXINGTON, Ky.
this season. The only 16ss
taking it to the hole."
(AP) — Kansas will be
was 74-67 at North
trying to keep a 17-game
Carolina.
Murray had 19 turhomecourt victory streak
The Jayhawks' zone
novers to MCHS' 12, but
alive when the Jayhawks
should be a challenge for
the Tigers blocked seven
host No. 2 Kentucky
Kentucky guards Dirk
shots, four by McCuiston
tonight.
Minniefield and Jim
in the first half, and stole
Kentucky, 3-0, rolled to
Master, who combined
the ball six times to the
an 85-69 victory over
for 39 points against InMarshals'five thefts.
No.10 Indiana Tuesday,
diana.
MHS' next game is
while Kansas, 4-1, whipKentucky Coach Joe B.
St.
at
Tuesday at 8 p.m.
Kansas is led by 6-foot-6 Hall hopes his team will
Arizona 86-57 last
Mary's(Paducah).
guard Tony Guy, who is play with the intensity it
Monday.
SCORING
UP FOR TWO — Murray High completely
14.2 points a showed in the first half
averaging
Kentucky assistant
MHS(74)
dominated Marshall County, 74-58, an the strength
and forward David against the Hoosiers
game,
Chambers
Bob
coach
McMillen 6 3-4 15, Duffy of inside plays like this layup.
scouted Kansas and call Magley, with 16.28 game. when it ran up a 22-point
74-5 18, Pace 0 2-3 2, Mc- —Photo by John Salerno
"In Guy, they have one lead at halftime.
the Jayhawks "a much
Cuiston 1 0-0 2, West 11 3-5
of
the premier players in
The
team."
improved
"Our first half was ab-,
25, Wells 3 0-1 6, Alexcountry," Chambers solutely super," he said.
the
year's
last
Wildcats won
ander 1 4-7 6.
game 87-73 to take a 12-1 said. "Magley has really "We were very, very
Marshall Co.(58)
lead in the series between come into his own and is alert. Our defense was
Harrison 5 3-5 13,
playing very well. He is a good, and we were
the schools.
Anderson 2 5-8 9, Stone 2
outside shooter. pushing the ball down the
great
well
playing
are
spoil"They
and
Lakers
hapless
High
County
Calloway
0-0
2,
1
3-4 7, Thompson
is a big team with floor and playing with a
Kansas
Chambers
together,"
Naughton 6 3-3 15, Ford 1 School's freshman boys ed their visit,43-32.
shortest starter be- lot of heart.
their
a
run
"They
Laker
said.
the
much
have
Tuesday
didn't
team
0-0 2, Hutson 2 3-5 7, Moss
"We didn't play as hard
luck or rebounding at frosh hope for a tur- disciplined offense and an ing 6-4."
0 2-22, Weaver 1 1-13.
Kansas has recorded in the second half, and I
Halftime- Murray 36, Mayfield Thursday night. naround when they host excellent 2-3 zone
all of its victories at home believe it was a lack of
defense."
The Redbirds hosted the Fulton City at 6:30 p.m.
Marshall Co. 32.
killer instinct. To be a
great team, we're going
to have to develop that."
Kentucky is expected to
go with the same lineup it
has used in the first three
games. Derrick Hord and
Chuck Verderber will be
forwards, Melvin Turat
A home with adequate insulation
pin at center and Master
and proper weatherization is the best
and Minniefield at the
guards.
defense against winter's cold.
Hord leads the Wildcats
A weatherized home can reduce
with 16.3 points and 7.3 rebounds a game. Minyour heating costs by as much
niefield is next with 14.7
as 50% by helping to keep heated
points, followed by
Master at 13.3 and Turpin
air inside.
at 11.

Jayhawks Host Wildcats,
Hope To Keep Win Streak

CCHS Frosh Stopped, 43-32

Defend yourself from winters cold!
As the cost of
producing electricity
increases, so does
your electric bill.
You can guard
against high
heating bills by
installing adequate
insulation and
wgatherization measures.

11A

Murray Electric
System
401 Olive Ste

Louisville
Retains
Weber
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Bob Weber will
remain as head football
coach at the University of
Louisville foi• another
four.years, according .to
university officials.
Weber's new contract
will become effective •
411171":0&bretuig f.o-U of
L President Donald C.
Swain. Weber has been
coach at Louisville for the
past two seasons.
"I am _truly pleased
that coach Weber has
agreed to this extension
of his contract," said
Swain at a press conference."He is, in the
common vernacular, a
class act," Swain said.
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Lakers Clobber
Palmersville
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Like a broken record,
the Calloway County
Laker basketball team
keeps scoring in the 80's
- 84, 80, 86 - but you
won't see coach Chic
Nute try to disturb the
music.
His boys are 2-1 this
year and haven't scored
less than 80 points yet.
The Lakers latest victim, host Palmersville
High (Tenn.), fell to the
tune of 86-50 Friday night
in a game that was
played like the score
would indicate - all
Calloway County.
The Lakers rebounded
from a catastrophic triple
overtime loss to Marshall
County (82-80) Tuesday to
take out their revenge on
the unsuspecting
Paimersvillians. Next
Friday, the enlightened
Palmersville squad will
receive an opportunity to
do a little revenge work of
their own when they
make the return trip to
Calloway County for an 8
p.m. rematch.
Between now and the
next meeting between
CCHS and PHS, the
Lakers play host te Lone
Oak (8 p.m. Tuesday) of
District Two.
Keith Lovett led the

victors with 22 points, hitting six fromihe field and
10 of 14from the line.
Brian Tebbetts topped
all rebounders with 11.
Nute credited his
team's success to his
defensive press which
kept Palmersville off
balance and put the
Lakers on top early.
"We didn't want to take
them lightly so we opened
with the press and led the
entire game. They're not
that bad of a ball team,"
Nute said.
Forty of the hosts
points came from three
Palmersville players forward Steve Hefner had
20 and Mike Dillingsby
and Donald Perkins had
10 each.
A sour note for the
Lakers was the presence
of Jeff Garrison on the
bench the entire night.
Garrison re-injured a
hairline fracture on his
shooting hand against
Marshall County, plus he
jammed his other thumb
in the same game. He will
be questionable for play
Tuesday against Lone
Oak,Nute said.
canon)

NASSAU, Bahamas boxing bell.
It ended with the fans
The Odyssey of
(API
Muhammad All is over, on their feet, chanting,
ended once and for all on "Ali, All, Ali," the way
a brisk December night they had in Malaysia and
by Trevor Berbick, who Manila, in Zaire, in Gerscored a unanimous 10- many and elsewhere in
round decision, that the world in a variety of
exotic sites where Ali had
wasn't very close.
It is the end of an era. spun his magic for more
and the climax came in a than two decades. But
bizarre, problem-plagued this time All could not
promotion that nearly respond to the challenge.
was called off only a few
Now, one month short
hours before it was to
of his 40th birthday, All
start.
It ended with All stalk- admitted the adventure
ed around the ring by had reached its concluBerbick, absorbing a bar- sion. There would be no
rage of blows to his more fights for this man,
midsection, each punch who wrote boxing history
rippling the folds of flab by winning the
heavyweight championthat marked his body.
It ended in a ring where ship three times.
"It is too late," he said
the beginnings and ends
of rounds were signalled softly.after returning to a
by a hammer, clanging packed dressing room.
against a cow bell., "The legs won't do it. I
because the promoters couldn't beat Father
hadn't bothered with Time, but nobody ever
details such as a standard does."
KEY GAME - Calloway County's Dan Key compiled 18 points Friday against Palmersville.
-File photo by Jim Rector

Total Support
May Prompt SEC
MMS Fails 25-15 To Reject CFA
At South Marshal
Murray Middle
School's girls basketball
squad stumbled for the
second time this week
after their first road trip
ended in a 25-15 loss to
South Marshall.
At the half the hosts
held a slim lead, 8-6, paced by Kim Smith, who
finished the evening with
10 points.
MMS countered with
four points each from

Miller 3 5-6 11; Tebbetts 4 0-0 8; Key?
4-618; Lovett6 10-14 n; Darnell 7 2-3 16;
Hargrove 1 2-2 4; Ray 20-1 4; Sheridan0
1-21; Dowdy 1 0-0 2.
Palinereville,Tem.(50)
Hefner $ 4-7 20; Dillingsby 3 4-11 10;
Donald Perkins 4 24 10; Keith Meeks 3

Kelly Cathy, Denise Randolph and Lisa
Shoemaker, who also had
10 rebounds, but the efforts weren't enough to
unbalance South Marshall.
The Lady Tigers see action again Dec.17 when
they host Calloway County Middle Schhol.
Monday MMS was
upset at home by Benton,
32-=.

SCOREBOARD
High School
Basketball
Lou. Moore 62, Lou. Waggoner 47
Lou. Western 43, Lou. Pleasure Ridge
37
Lou. Solidi CC-entral 53, Nelson Co. 42
Dawson Springs 54, Lewisburg 43
Barren Co. 43, Clinton Co. 14
Wayne co. 70, Pulasiii Co. 38
Olmstead 47, Potter Christian 32
Deming 36,Richmond Model 24
Whitesburg 56,Jenkins 54
Leslie Co. 47, Fleming-Neon 42
Corbin 57, Middlesboro 41
West Hopkins64, Madisonville 63
Union County 53, Henderson County
50
Livingston Cent.71, U. Heights 3$
Fancy Farm 53,Farmington 31
Symsonia 63,Lowes47
Fulton 53,Fulton co.SO
St. Mary 49, Reidland 46
Nashville U. High 41, Adairville 40
Cawood 64,Harlan 44
1
Boys
Murray 74, Marshall Co.58
Calloway CO. 86, Pabnersville (Tenn)
50
Campbellsville 68. Washington County r2
Elliott County 73, Menifee County 65
Cawood 56, Harlan 55 10T1
Green County U,Russell County 55
Henderson County 67,, Union County
65
Todd Central 64,Hopkinsville 54
Warren Central 80, Lou. Beth Haven
41
Grayson County 80,Bowling Orem 54
Clinton co.81, Barren co.60
Pulaski Co. 77, Wayne Co.61
Knott Co. Cent.73, Breathitt Co. 67
Ashland 64, East Carter 80
Boyd Co. 89, Johnson Cent.55
Knox Cent.65,Bell Co.64
Olmstead 65, Potter Christian 17
Edmonson Co.82,Franklin 73
Rowan Co.911, Greenup Co.it
Knox Cent.65, Bell Co.64
Elkhorn City 64, Dorton 60
Clay Co. 74, Lox Catholic 59
Betsy Layne 54,Lea. Tates Creek 50
Boyd Co. 89, Johnson C-ent. 55
Lincoln Co 46, Casey Co/40
lox. Henry Clay 13, Danville51
Mason Co 72, Maysville St. Pet. 77
Caldwell Co. 73,South Hopkins'',
Paris 93, Tollesboro 34
laurel Co.81, Rockcastle Co 60
Powell Co.61,Jackson 60
ftaceland 811, Morgan Co.66
Bailin Central $0, Anderson Co. 39
North Hardin 011. Fort Knee 31
Augasta 61, Maysville 48
Paducah Tilgtgnan SO, Hickrrian 44
Cadial Co 76,Sedalia 56
I h wson Springs61, Lewisburg 58
Frank!oft 63, Jessamine Co. 44
Richmond Model 60, West Anderson
48
Harrodsburg 74. Western„Hills64
•
Hoyle Co.64, Merrer Co. 42
Woodford Co 91, Nichnlas Co 60
45
Cent.
Madison
72,
Co
Estill
a [Pylon 71, Atelandnailrussart 1,1
„Fort Thomas Highlands 76,
Item hwoud 57
Ludlow 60, Scott 55
Earwirbrtl to 75, l' mortal
Nevrpurtl:atto.he 0,Berne Co 48
!haw tv,ht. lielleraw 55 lot I
Simon Kenitra 40
Erlatog'
(
St Henry 14, Cow I atm 52
Augusta CI. Maysville 48
,rant 1:o II hmefIrtion I 116
Wall...a- Voir um. NilI OW Hokin..57
CervitiVtrei 4Ill, ra. I.:Hamer Holy
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AVAILABLE

Lou. Pleasure Ridge 59, Lou. Western
5812oti
Ky. Country Day 62. Henry Co.53
Oldham Co.65. Carroll Co.56
Racelandli, Morgan Co.66
Lawrence Co. 55, Ashland Holy Fain.
-45
Rowan Co. 90, Greenup Co.61
Elhott.Co. 73, Menifee Co.65
West Carter 77, Lewis Co. 46
Auburn 52,Glasgow 49
Fairview 68. Paintsville 51
Greenville 41. Russellville 35
Adairville 59. Jo Byrnes(Tenn 58
Trigg Co.,78. Crittenden Co.61
•
Reidland 58. St. Mary 53
Ballard Memorial 90, Heath 47
Lowes 62,Symsoma 46
Farmington 81, Fancy Farm\ 50
Fulton 62,Fulton Co.53
Livingston Cent.68,U. Heights 49

College
Boise St. 102, 1.,cis-Clark 77
N.Arizcea 59, US. 1.;ternational 54
Portland 68, Oregon St. 63
St-Mary's, Calif. 90, Stanford 86
San Francisco 78,S.Utah 66
Fresno St.. 46, Mississippi 44
SW Louisiana 67. U.of Pacific 61
Colgate 79. BuCknell 67
Delaware St. 75, West Chester St 64
N.Texas St. $4, St.Louis 70
Northwestern 69, aucago St 58
Arizona St. 63, Illinois St. 61
Utah 71. Fairfield 65

ATLANTA (AP)- The
desire for an overall
athletic program likely
will force most
Southeastern Conference
schools to reject a proposed television contract between the College Football
Association and NBC.
"We all know that football pays the bills, but we
have to think of the
athletes in other sports,
too," one athletic director
said Friday.

The AD, who asked not
to be identified, said he
suspected at least six
SEC schools would oppose the CFA-NBC contract, that one would likely endorse it and that he
wasn't certain what the
other three members
would do.
The SEC met in Atlanta
Friday to discuss, the
matter but took no formal
vote.
The CFA must inform
NBC on Monday which of
its 61 members will participate in a 4-year, $180
million contract that will
go into effect in
September. NBC then
will have 48 hours to
decide whether or not it
wants to implement the
package.
Thirty-two CFA
members approved the
contract in a September
meeting in Atlanta. Each
CFA school had the option of changing its vote,
and two such deadlines
were extended until after
a special National Col-

legiate Athletic Association reorganization convention held earlier this
month in St. Louis.
It was after that session
that the final deadline of
Dec. 14 was set.
The only SEC institution not represented at
Friday's meeting was
Louisiana State.
"It was just a discussion session," said Dr.
Otis A. Singletary, president of the SEC and the
University of Kentucky.
"There was no resolution," he added. "No action of any kind was
taken."
He said that throughout
the discussions over the
past several months the
conference has taken the
position that each institution should decide which
way it wishes to go.
Singletary said it was
no secret that Kentucky
opposed the contract
because of its basketball
program.
The NCAA has
threatened to punish CFA
members who become involved in a C, -NBC TV
package rattier than the
$263.5 million contract
the NCAA has signed with
ABC and CBS for the
same four seasons.
"I don't know how
many CFA members it
would take to make the
contract viable with
NBC,"Singletary said.
"If this one were to collapse, it doesn't mean
NBC is out of it forever,"
he added.

TENNIS
CINCINNATI (AP) Jose Luis Clerc fought off
the hard-serving Roscoe
Tanner 7-5, 6-3, 8-6 and
knotted the best-of-five
Davis Cup finals between
the United States and
Argentina at one match
each.
• John McEnroe had
given the U.S. the early
lead by topping Guillermo Vilas 6-3, 6-2,6-2 in the
day's first match.
GOLF
BOCA RATON, Fla.
(AP) - Hubert Green
and Mary Dwyer each
teamed with four
amateurs and netted a
110 for a 2-stroke, firstround lead in the Johnny
Miller Invitational golf
tournament.
Vicki Fergon and Butch
Baird turned in a net
score of 112 in the charity
event. The teams of
Larry Ziegler and Pat
Meyers, Bruce Fleisher
*P.

and Jo Ann Washam,
Peter Oosterhuis and Dot
Germain and Dana
Quigley were tied for
fourth with 113.
MEXICO CITY (AP) Ben Crenshaw took the
lead in the second round
of the 31st Mexican Open
golf tournament by
finishing five strpkes
under par for the second
straight day on the par-72
Chapultepec Club course.
Ray Floyd, who shot a
7-under-par 65, moved into a second place tie with
Dan Pohl. In third were
Tom Seickman and
Frank Conner.
COLLEGE
TUSCALOOSA, Ala.
(AP) - Coach Bear
Bryant announced the
suspension of linebacker
Thomas Boyd, charged
with possession of marijuana, and halfback Linnie Patrick from the
Alabama football team.

Would he try once It showed
more! he was asked.
Berbick stalked Ali
"Never again; This was from the start, pounding
my last fight - absolute- away at the body, pumly."
melling the man who was
For 14 months, All had a boxing legend, but now
sat on the sidelines after was nothing more than a
being embarrassed by faint memurs
World Boxing Council
There was no sting to
champion Larry Holmes Ah's punches There was
in October 1980. But he re- little dancing, no -Float
mained consumed by the like a butterly, sting like
desire to win the title a bee." There was no
once more.
clowning There was only
"F'our times. flat-footed plodding by
heavyweight champion,- the ex-champ and punhe would say over and ches that lacked any zip
over.
-1 fought a good fight."
It was like a narcotic Alt would argue later "1
.ilniost
driving the man. He had did good for
to try, and Berbick, the 4o- If he had been 40, he
only man to go the 15- couldn't have beat me "
round distance with
Berbick boxed with
Holmes in a title fight. proper reverence for a
was picked as the oppo- mall who belongs to
nent. The winner would history.
challenge Mike Weaver
"I didn't ware. to hurt
for the Worki Boxing hint" the Canadian said.
Association crown. The "I just wanted to Will
dream lived on.
Round after round,
The promotion. Herbick' built a lead on
however,almost died.
the cards of all three ofThere were financial ficials. If this had been a
problems that left it in baseball game, it .filight
doubt until just a few have been a shutout. But,
hours before fight time. at the end, there was a
The program was IonrTheta y before. the
delayed and several decision was announced.
preliminary bouts were
was worried because
canceled. There was a I've seen those kinds of
comical-, almost things before," Berbick
amateurish. approach, said. "I knew in my heart
with a mad scramble for 1 eon."
When t he dee ision
basics such as. gloves,
water buckets and a bell. came, It confirmed what
Eventually, the pieces had happened in the ring.
fell into place, and the Berbick was an easy winshow went on in the ner. The final chapter
Queen Elizabeth Sports had been written to the
Centre on this Caribbean legend.
island. In early fights,
Ali was surprised at the
Eddie Mustafa Muham- outcome..
mad_ stopped Mike
But I ('ouldn't....
Harden, Greg Page
In his dressing room,
knocked out Scott Ali was surrounded by
LeDoux, Thomas Hearns friends and family. There
outpointed. Ernie were tears, and his
Singletary, and Earnie daughter, Mar)um, was
Shavers knocked out Jeff one of those crying. Ali
Sims.
consoled the youne,ster.
Now, it was time for Ali
-Don't cry," he said.
and Berbick.
It could h.c.e been
All came in at MW
worse "
N right
pounds. ribbons of flesh
The legend
bulging over his trunks. about tint Ho could have
He was 18 pounds heavier won, arm thin. the
and 12 years older than Odyssey might has(' conthe 28-year-old Berbick. tinued

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS
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new home.
(140k

19111 Citation

Yor new home can be "Home Sweet Home" more
quckly after a WELCOME WAGON visit.
Tips about our neighborhood. Tips about good places,
to shop. Useful gifts and invitations you can redeem foe
more gifts from civic-minded businesses. That's what
my visit is all about- and it's free.
A WELCOME WAGON call is easy to arrange and is
such a special treat. We've been greeting people for
over 50 years. Just call me.
Katlieria• Wised 753-3079
Hostesses
Ingsborg Kies(Asst.)492-8340
Mary Ilsaiatan(Asst) 753-5570

Four door, beige and burgundy, burgun
dy interior, power steering, power brakes,
air condition, tilt, cruise,„AM-FM Miles
32,107

$6975.00

DWAIN TAYLOR CHEVROLET
641 S.
753-2617

Kappa Holiday Tour
of Homes
December 13 1-4 p.m.
On Tour

Mr. and Mrs. Kim Wallis
Butterworth Rd.

Tickets Available $4.00
The Bamboo Garden
Evelyn's Beauty Shop
. Pier-land
Happiness Place
AU Kappa Member's
;i.

checking
it twice

Take time to
check your
Holiday light bulbs and wiring before
.
you put them on the tree
Replace broken bulbs and repair
frayed or'exposed wiring Then
enjoy a safe and happy Holiday.Season

headband waIctibind and
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Wily Christmas
Shop Early?
A season as big, as deep,as rich, as generous,as fulfilling as Christmas,
takes a lot of time.
Seems like one holiday pushes in on another...upset the way Jolly Old St. Nicholas
moves in on us? Christmas carols become interspersed with Alma Mater and football
scores?
Every so often you hear the mild complaint, that the stores start promoting Christmas
buying too early.
Consider for a moment what would happen if Christmas were really pressed behind a
curtain of time and nobody could see it or feel it until the reindeers were prancing
across the roof tops, the church bells were ringing and Santa was headed down the
chimney.
Could you wait till then to dash off to the stores and buy presents in one big, happy,
shining gulp? All twenty-five of them? Would you have time to try out every tOy, touch
every soft thread of a cashmere sweater, stand a half hour or so deciding which tie,
which candlestick, which book? Could you gather all the goodies that make this
season so wonderfully warm and fragrant and delicious? Would you? And, if you did,
what would those other hundreds and hundreds of people who shop in the
stores be doing? And what about the clerks? How could they possibly help
you make a purchase much less show you what's available, how it
works, what it does, how you use it and the many other important
features? When would you hide the super surprises, bake the fruit
cake, crack the nuts for the cookies, get out the red candles, tie
the greenery to the door, drop a line to old friends?
The stores want you to enjoy the Christmas season...that's
why you see early displays and early advertising for
Christmas. The stores know it takes a lot of time...to fully
enjoy a season as big, as deep,as rich, as sweet, as
generous, as fulfilling as Christmas.

Mirrray
Ledger & Times
753-1919
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Hybrid Bass Introduced
doesn't grow as large as
its mama, but it does
grow more rapidly in its
formative years. It is
more stocky or deepbodied and appears to be
a jumbo-sized white bass.
The hybrids appetite is
much like that of a
teenage, with shad being
the main staple in its diet.
If you have ever caught
any of the white bass, I
am sure you remember
the hard fight they pro-

LARRY SUTTER of Murray recently bagged this
120 pound, six-point deer in the Lynnville area. Admiring his father's kill is Jeremy Suiter.
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Ifishing thie
I have written about the
striped bass (rockfish)
several times this year
and I wish I had more information on these fantastic fish.
However, I do have
some good stories from
lakes around the southen
and western states, which
have introduced a hybrid
bass that is the offspring
of a female striper and a
male white bass.
This hybrid stripe
'
-11111116.-

IA 1 I1Is.

vided. Well, try to imagine a battle with one of
these hybrids, because in
spite of their blocky appearance they are
capable of fast bursts of
speed.
Often times they hit a
lure at full throttle and
keep on going leaving a
few blisteres and a very
bewildered fisherman
behind.
Many anglers believe
that the hybrid is a much
tougher fish and can outfight the big stripers
(rockfish).
I know they are considered to be "old" lakes
and his could really turn
things around for a lot of
people who depend on
tourists for a livelyhood.
I read about an old lake
in Texas, built by the
Corps of Engineers in
1954, that has been given
new life with the introduction of the hybrid
striper. It only covers
7,400 acres but they have
some mighty big fish to
boast about. As if they
needed them.
It is common practice
for the guides to put their
clients on hybrids from
four to 1742 pounds. Many
like to roll for them while
others prefer to cast. If
you are interested in
fishing at all, I am sure
you would get a charge
out of either method,they
both work.
Let's talk with Bill
McLemore and find out
what he has to say about
these fish!
Happy Fishing!

of Boone's favorite hunting areas. It lays 50
miles east of Boonesboro
along what used to be the
long Licking River. Today, however, the river
has been turned into Cave
Run Reservoir. During
summer it's one of the
most popular tourist
spots in east Kentucky.
The once quiet river bottoms now echo with the
whine of outboard motors
of those who come to ski
or search for the water
wolf, the silver musky
which has made Cave
Run famous.
The hills on Cave Run's
western shore still retain
their frontier flavor,
however,and I'm not just
talking about the nondevelopment of the area.
For this is the site of the
7.000 acre Pioneer
Weapons Area, the place
where people from
throughout the eastern
U.S. come to hunt the way
Daniel Boone did. Rules
governing the wildlife
harVest here specify use
of black powder
firearms, crossbows and
longbows (including compounds) only.
Gary May of nearby
Black powder enthusiast Gary May loads his
Mt. Sterling, Kentucky,
shotgun in anticipation of downing another squirrel.
has hunted in the Pioneer
The Pioneer Weapons Area near Morehead, KenWeapons Area almost
tucky,is May's happy hunting ground.
since its creation in 1962.
Photo by Wade Bourne
He had already taken an
8-point whitetail early
I could almost sense the cant form of man's intru- this season with a
presence of old Dan sion into these moun- crossbow. Today we are
Boone himself. From tains. There were siniply going after squirrels.as
crest of Tater Knob the the bluffs and hollows, May acquainted me with
hills rolled away in a jag- the woodsand their what the area has to ofged, irregular formation. silence, the deer and fer.
It was harsh country, un- turkey's, squirrels and
If anybody looked the
til recently unbroken by grouse.
part of the pioneer
roads. There were no
hunter, Gary May did. He
They say this was one wore modern
hillside farms, no signifi-

Hunters Get First Taste Of Winter

JEFF PUCKETT,14, Rt. 1, Hardin,killed this 92pound spike buck in Land Between the Lakes Nov.
14.

Hooks Wheel
Alignment
Tires, Wheels & Accessories
Car, Truck, Tractor Tires
Road and Field Service
410 N.4th
753-8364-753-6779

Storey's
aa•

By JOHN WILSON
Small game hunters
who ventured out on the
first weekend of the 1981
season were greeted with
Kentucky's first taste of
winter weather, with
strong winds and snow
flurries making hunting
conditions less than ideal.
However, an informal
check around the commonwealth shows that
quail and rabbit numbers
are up in all regions of the
state. Rabbit populations
are looking particularly
good, while quail
numbers, while still
below average, are better
than they've been in
several years.
A lot of hunters apparently didn't have time
to catch their breath between the Nov. 16 closing
of the gun deer season
and the opening of small
game hunting Nov. 19.
And to top it off, the
first phase of the duck
season opened Nov. 21,
and will be followed
shortly by the Dec. 2
opening of goose season
in Ballard, Hickman,
Fulton and Carlisle Counties.

Except for this delayed
opening of goose hunting
in these four counties
(goose season over the
rest of the state opened
Nov. 12), this year's
waterfowl regulations
are pretty much a repeat
of last season's rules.
Duck hunters will be
using the point system
again to determine their
daily and possession
limits. The point values
are the same as last
years — canvasbacks are
worth 100 pciints each,
while hen mallards, black
ducks, wood duks, hooded
mergansers and
redheads have a point
value of 70 each.
The 10-point ducks are
pintails, all teals, gadwalls, shovelers, scaups.
widgeons and all
mergansers except the
hooded. Drake mallards
and all other species are
25 point birds. Coots
have a point value of
zero, but there is a daily
limit of 15 alid a possession limit of 30 on coots.
ne daily urnit is reached when the point value of
the last bird taken, when
added to the point values

for the ducks already Henderson County, where
bagged, reaches or ex- shooting must stop at 2
ceeds 100 points. The p.m. and on the Ballard
possession limit is the area, where hunting stops
maximum number of at noon.
ducks which could have
legally been taken in two
days of hunting.
The limit 011 geese is
five daily, with no more
than two Canada geese
and two white-fronted
geese allowed in the day
The first sale of the
bag. The possession limit
is 10 geese, with no-rrinre- --season hosted by the West
than four Canadas or four Kentucky Fur Takers
white-fronted geese.
was scheduled to begin at
The first phase of the 9 a.m. today at the West
duck season will run Kentucky Livestock and
through Nov. 28, with the Exposition Center.
second portion of the split
Terry Shoemaker was
season Fet to open Dec. to be auctioneer.
10. The last day for both
The second sale will be
duck and goose hunting is Saturday, Feb. 6, in the
Jan. 20, 1982
same location.
Remember that you'll
These auctions are
need a federal duck open to the public.
stamp in addition to a However, only members
valid Kentu,:k hunting of the Fur Takers will be
or combination license allowed to sell furs, acbefore you waterfowl cording to Earl Allen, of
hunt. The shooting hours the organization.
for waterfowl are from
Memberships will be
one-half hour before available in the lobby on
sunrise until sunset, ex- the day of the sale.
cept on the Grassy PondFor further informaPowell's Lake unit of the tion, contact Allen at 436Sloughs wildlife area in 2686.

Fur Sale
Scheduled
Today

Cain's AMC Jeep

at Kenlake State Park

FOOD
GIANT

Kenlake Marina

Open 7 Days A Week

Boat, Motor; Pontoon Ski
Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StoragenOling P amp-Tackle, Bait

pi,•t..;.:

8 a.m. 11:00 p.m. Hwy. 641 So.
Phone 753-8322
`Al

753-6448
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bewildered Indians
behind. Could this have
been that bluff? It must
have looked the same
then. May certainly
resembled a pioneer as
he climbed after the
prime ingredient in squirrel stew.
After what seemed an
eternity, I saw him slowly
raise the old
muzzleloader and aim.
The loud report which
followed was accompanied by a rolling
wave of blue-white
smoke, and I thought I
was going to see a close
re-enactment of Daniel
Boone sailing off that
cliff. May had indeed
overcharged his gun, and
the recoil knocked him off
balance toward the ledge.
He regained his footing.
however, aimed again
and "squoze" the other
trigger. This time he kept
his balance, but his bigbrimmed hat went sailing. I didn't know
whether to laugh, run for
help or watch for a falling
squirrel.
The latter would have
been the proper course of
action. Gary May had
connected, and one very
plump bushytail would
wind up in his crock pot.
The rest of the morning
was spent in ambling and
talking about guns and
hunting and the Pioneer
Weapons Area. Future
charges we-ren't so
strong. We kept an eye
out for flushing grouse,
but we didn't kick any up.
May says squirrels and
grouse flourish on the
area and offer the black
powder specialist plenty
opportunity with an
unusual twist.
The area's deer and
turkey gobblers come a
little _tougher, though
they can be had. May has
taken several deer with
his crossbow and .50
caliber mountain rifle.
Now he wants one with a
long bow.
But while the area is
now serene and similar to
the way it was in Boone's
day,it, like so many other
hunting spots, is
threatened by develop
ment. A new, major
camping-recreation area
on Cave Run Lake mandated a new road through
the Pioneer Weapons
Area's interior. Now access into the hinterlands
is easier, both for hunters
and other recreationists
such as hikers, horseback
riders and trail bike
riders. The later two
groups are prohibited in
the area(with a very few
exceptions), but they persist nevertheless.
Gary May and U.S.
Forest Service biologist
Harrry Pa welczyk feel
the new, easy access will
hurt the quality hunting
found in the area. For the
present, however, the
hills are still as steep, the
woods as quiet and the
game as wary as they
were years ago. May
hates to see this change.
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SPORTING GOODS

By Wad. Bourne

camoflauge, but Ins long
hair and 6-inch beard
seemed straight out of the
dark and bloody days. A
full-brimmed hat bore
witness to many mornings of many seasons on
the deer stand.
May's shotgun was an
ancient double-barrel
muzzleloader into which
he'd crammed generous
globs of black powder,
newspaper, No. 2 shot
and more newspaper.
May's measurements of
each loading component
were severely imprecise,
the only standard being
what the shooter thought
the shotgun could stand.
"Squirrels might be high
up in the trees today,"
May smiled as he poured
in extra slugs of powder.
He chose a ridge near a
perimeter road as our
hunting site. "Very few
people hunt squirrels in
the Pioneer Weapons
Area,so you don't have to
get far off the roads," he
reasoned. "For deer hunting, however, I like to
boat in from across Cave
Run Lake to an area that
seldom gets - much
pressure. A lot of black
powder hunters congregate around the roads,
and they push the deer
back into the hills."
Then May was off on
his stalk, almost catlike
as he scanned the
ridgetop branches for a
giveaway movement. I
followed a few yards
behind, stopping when he
did, careful to watch and
not step on a dry limb.
We came to a knob,
slipped around the other
side and spied two squirrels playing chase around
a rotting log. May stopped cold planned his
stalking route and motioned me to stay put.
He'd gone only a few
yards when I saw movement at the ridgeripine.
A young deer,a buck with
short nubs for antlers,
was feeding leisurely
over the hill. May also
saw the deer, which
ambled some 15 yards
from the completely -exposed, completely still
hunter. During the process the squirrels vanished. When the deer was
gone we also continued on
our way.
Past the next crest was
a saddle and then a rocky
bluff with a pine grove on
top. The limbs were dancing, and it looked like an
overland squirrel convention was going on. May
looked at me and smiled
and then hotfooted it to
the base of the bluff. He
started climbing as I watched. The climb took
several minutes, and I let
my imagination wander.
I remembered the old
story about Daniel Boone
being pursued up a
similar bluff by warring
Indians. Trapped at the
top, Boone flung himself
off the bluff into the
treetops below. The trees
broke his fall, and he
escaped, leaving the
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Thanksgiving Thoughts Recalled

evil is dissipation.- - Ralph
Waldo Emerson.
Last week, I tried to
It took both care and conWEST
EAST
someone who could
find
centration to make today's •Q10853
•J9
tell me about Thanksgivtricky slam. Played in the •10 8 4
•J 9 7 6 5
1981 European World •7 6 5 3
ing and how it was when
•A J 10
49 7 4
Q
Championship. a Norwegian
they were young, but I
declarer found his way I.
SOUTH
had very little luck.
•A K 6 2
while an Israeli lost his
Crawford McNeely
WA K
slam.
commented the main
•
4
The actual bidding was
4 A K J 1062
thing he remembered
artificial and complex but
was going hunting the bidding shown would be
Vulnerable Both Dealer something that hasn't
a reasonable shot using East The bidding
changed to this day.
standard methods.
Hazel Shaw said she
When played by Israel, East South West North
I*
Pass
14.
declarer played for either a Pass
remembered
it as being a
Pass
24
34
Pass
2-2 trump break or for Pass
day when the family got
646
All
spades to be 4-3. After lospass
together, but had no
ing to the diamond ace, he
specific recollections
tried to ruff a spade in dumOpening lead Spade trey
beyond that.
my and was overruffed by
dummy's
East for one down.
eight and lived to At first, I was surprised
Norway's Erik Stabell enjoy two spade discards on people didn't recall their
knew the low spade lead the heart queen and high early Thanksgivings in
the same way they did
showed either three spades diamond.
or five and he took some
their Christmases. But
insurance against the five.
Bid with Corn
then, thinking back to my
He won the spade, played
younger days, I realized
a high trump, to drop West's South holds I2-12-B
Thanksgiving made little
queen and then cashed the
impression on me, either
#J 9
top hearts and the other
surely not like
•J 9 7 6 5
high spade. Next he led a
• k J 10
Christmas, with its toys!
diamond to dummy's queen
49 7 4
At that point, I decided to
and East's ace and East was North South
skip my column for a
stuck. Either East had to l•
week. My mother always
give dummy the lead in one I NT
of the red suits to allow the ANSWER: Pass. One bid is said that if you have
discard of two spade losers all the hand was worth and nothing to say, you're betor East could lead away one no trump should be as ter off being silent!
from his trump nine. East good a spot as any.
One thi_ng I do
--chose the latter but declarer
bridge questions to The Aces. remember, though, about
believed West's singleton Send
P0 Box 12363. Dallas. Texas 75225,
trump queen. He allowed with self-addressed, stamped envelope my own early Thanksgivings had to do with my
East's trump four to ride to for reply

pictures he painted and
the toy dog a wooden
dachsund, jointed and on
wheels, that wiggled
when you pulled it) he
made for me.
Anyway, one spring he
decided, since we lived in
the country, he would
raise half a dozen young
turkeys and give his kids
and grandkids a turkey
each for Thanksgiving.
Although it was usually
fairly warm at the time of
year he picked up the little birds, that year we
had a cold spell. Grandpa
was afraid the turklings
(what do you call a baby
turkey?) would freeze in
the barn, being only
clothed in fuzz, so he boxed off part of his kitchen
and kept them there until
the weather warmed up.
His luck with the babies
was not outstanding;
three died in young
turkeyhood. By the time
fall rolled around, thanks
to the fact the young birds
had been in the house
with him, Grandpa had
become attached to his
feathered friends. But being determined to stick
with his original intention, Grandpa took the
axe to one bird.
The experience must
have been almost as
traumatic to Grandpa as
it was to the turkey. He
gave the carcass away to

grandpa and the year he
decided to raise turkeys
for all his children.
Grandpa was a talented
ACROSS
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utterly
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20 Evaluated
professional and student tion events included a
11 A Kennedy
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journalists who attended reverse press panel titled
23 Fla.'s neigh- 16 Aeriform fluid 25 Partners
44 Coin
18 Erases:
bor
45 Gaelic
26 Strike
the recent 72nd annual "Meet the Op-pressed"
printing
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46 Talk idly
28 Pronoun
convention of the Society where politicians ques20 Pillage
27 Hindu
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29 Painful
of Professional Jour- tioned reporters and an
cymbals
21 Book of
32 Dipper
Ebro
,
maps
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33 Compass pt 48 Wise bird
nalists, Sigma Delta Chi, auction of journalistic
22 Lift
Crew
36 Deduces
49 Recent
Washington, D.C.
memorabilia which raisin
23 Strain for
30 Kind of
50 Notice
38 Revolve
They were: Melissa ed more than $4,000 for
breath
cheese
40 Hose
53 Faroe
31 Roman 51
Muscovalley, Columbus the Sigma Delta Chi
32 Instructions
junior; Abby Carmack, Legal Defense Fund.
34 Scale note
Frankfort senior; and
Stahl spoke of the dif35 China, Japan,
India, etc.
Charlotte Houchins, ferences she perceived
37 Remove rind
Smiths Grove senior.
between the Reagan and
38 Soak
Leslie Stahl of the CBS Carter administrations.
39 Dispatches
41 Cerium
News was keynote She said she believes
symbol
speaker.
Other speakers there is a major dif42 Part of face
at the convention were: ference in Reagan's at43 Herd
45 Raid the
John Quinn, chief news titude toward the press,
fridge
executive
of the Gannett as opposed to Carter's.
46 European
Co.,
Inc.;
Katharine Reagan is "incredibly inland
•
48 Church
Graham,chairman of the accessible," whereas
instruments
Washington Post Co.; Carter was always ac51 Ventilate
Carl T. Rowan, Field cessible, even when his
52 Is aware of
54 Golf need
Newspaper syndicated popularity waned, she
55 Cattle genus
columnist; and John said. However, Reagan
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SKATING OUT FOR
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IOW
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a neighbor and absolutely
refused to even discuss
acting as executioner to
the other two.
At first I was delighted
with the idea of having
two pet turkeys. I named
them Sid and Imogene
(for my favorite TV actors, Sid Caesar and Imogene Coca). But before
long, the true nature of
the birds began to surface. And thus began my
education in turkeys and
a lifelong aversion to
them. To begin, they are
aggressive birds who attack first and ask questions later. It was impossible to turn your back
on Sid without getting
jumped and flogged. I
decided to try to little
behavior modification via
water therapy and turned
the hose on the bird
whenever he approached.
The only way his
behavior was modified
was that instead of strutting toward me for the
kill, he would now run.

Imogene's maternal instincts waned when the
novelty wore off. She was
still basically a bird more
interested in being with
people than with other
turkeys. If someone went
out the back door, she
would run from the barn
toward us, and pity the
poor infant who got in the
way.I believe at least two
chicks met their end that
way. At least one was
flattened when its mother
jumped down off the roost
without looking first. And
a rainy day finished off
the survivors, when their
mother decided to just
stand there instead of
seeking shelter. In case
you think the mother
even felt bad about losing
all her young, let me be
the first to tell you, she
never shed a tear.

I don't remember what
eventually happened to
Sid, but he met a bad end
- not at my hands,
although I was tempted
many times. But I do
remember the next year,
Imogene's maternal instincts began to assert
themselves. She began
laying huge eggs off in
the fields. Grandpa got

Imogene died some
years later of natural
causes, and I can't say I
ever shed any tears over
her demise, either. In
fact, I make it a point to
always serve turkey on
Thanksgiving. It's not a
matter of tradition; it's
just that every bird that
is eaten is just one less
turkey in the world.

worried a fox would get
her (pity the poor fox!),
so, in spite of his previous
disaster, he got half a
dozen more baby turkeys
for Imogene to raise.

MSU Students Attend Convention
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does maintain a good
relationship between
himself and the press
corps,. Stahl added.
Graham's remarks
concerned her views
about a bill that was
before the Senate to
modify the Freedom of
Information Act. Graham
stressed the importance
of the FOIA as vital to an
open federal government.
"Nothing so diminishes
democracy as obsessive
and needless secrecy.
Never has it been as important that the right of
people to know the actions of their government
be secure,"she said.
During the reverse
press panel, politicians
questioned reporters on
matters ranging frop
foreign policy and network politics to sex. Both
sides enjoyed imitating
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FOR MONDAY,DECEMBER 14, 1981
What kind of day will tomor- should be nipped in the bud.
row be? To find out what the Be realistic.
4
stars say, read the forecast SAGITTARIUS
_jragey
given for your birth Sign.
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Rose-colored glasses could
ARIES
dim your perceptions,
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) 4Y1144
1
especially in romance.
Cultural activity is favored Careless speech could invite
over romance. A loved one's criticism from others.
irresponsibility may irk you. CAPRICORN
It's not the best time to seek (Dec.22 toJan. 19) WO
advice.
You'll profit from time
TAURUS
spent alone with creative
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
work. Don't wheel and deal
You may choose to invest in behind the scenes regarding a
art or collectibles. Confusion career endeavor.
clouds a domestic matter. It's AQUARIUS
not a favorable time for real (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
estate transactions.
An unusual social invitation
GEMINI
may come now. In mingling
(May 21 toJune20)
with others, make sure you
Avoid procrastination or ra- don't arouse the resentment of
tionalization. Face facts a partner or close ally.
squarely and be less evasive. PISCES
Don't make promises you'll (Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
regret later.
Though a career plan is
CANCER
favored, you may falter in its
(June 21 to July 22) CO
0 execution. Make sure you are
Instead of daydreaming on thorough, especially regarthe job, try your hand at ding details.
something creative. Get a seYOU BORN TODAY are
cond opinion about a pending
adventurous, but inclined to
financial matter.
be expedient. Don't shortLEO
change yourself by accepting
( July 23 to Aug. 22) tf2•RQ a job that doesn't allow the full
You could waste some expression of your abilities.
precious time in the pursuit of Cultivate ambition and aim
pleasure. Children seem hard for the top. You'll have sucto pin down. Act on your in- cess in brokerage and may.
spiration.
also be drawn to acting and
VIRGO
law. You dislike routine work
( Aug.23 to Sept.22)
and thrive 'on 'excitement.
•_ Make sure everything is in Writing and teaching Would oforder • around the house.
you intellectual stimulaSategma,rdc, pss
!se,ssna apd 'lion. BUsiness success is
make necessary repairs. A assured. sirthatk Of: I,'
close tie may be listlesq.
Remick, Actress.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Creative interests are
favored, but you're easily
distracted. A friend may be
bending the truth, so don't
believe everything you hear.
SCORPIO
(Oct.23to Nov. 21).
Make sure you get the pro- Knowledge of Canadian cus
per remuneration for ser- toms is a good weapon for
vices t:randiiksi• career plans traveling hunters to have.

bkus?
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Representing the press
panel alongc
rith Hupt
were: Brit Hume of ABC
News, Carole Simpson of
NBC News and Phil Jones
of CBS News. Other,
members on the congressional panel were Rep.
Millicient Fenwick (RN.J.), Rep. Barney
Franks (D Mass.) and
Rep. Barbara Mikulski
(D-Md.).

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

NANCY, PLEASE WASH
THE DISHES FOR ME

typical responses and actons of their counterparts, but in the end, all
panel members admitted
their respect for each
other. Al Hunt of the Wall
Street Journal even said,
"I really do like politicians," and Sen. Alan K.
Simpson (R-Wyo), who
served as moderator,
said "good humor is our
salvation in this squirrel's cage."
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1. LEGAL NOTICE

1. LEGAL NOTICE

The Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky. will offer
for sale at public auction at 1 p.m. Thursday,
December 17,1981 at 5th & Walnut Streets the
vehicles listed below. They will be sold as is
where is for cash only. The vehicles can be inspected from 12:00-1:00 p.m. on the date of the

dale at the sale location.
1974 AMC Matador Station Wagon - Serial No.
A4A197H201539
1979 Harley Davidson Motorcycle - Serial No.
3A67350H9
1979 Dodge Pickup 8150 with air, automatic
tilt, Serial No. D14JE9S1111249

ORDINANCE NUMBER 742
AN AMENDMENT TO ORDINANCE
NUMBER 708 ESTABLISHING PROCEDURES AND PENALTIES ON
BUILDING PERMIT FEES
BE IT ORDAINED BY THE CITY OF
MURRAY:
1. Section II of Ordinance No. 708 is
hereby amended by adding the following
subsections:
"g. The Building Inspector shall collect the
permit fees as provided herein before the
issuance of any building permit for which a
fee is required.
"h. In the event construction or alteration
is commenced without a building permit,
in addition to all other penalties, civil or
criminal, there'is hereby imposed a penalty, of 10% of the permit fee for each day or
each fraction of a day delay in obtaining
such building permit, not to exceed 100%,
which additiwial amount shall be added to
the regular permit fee and shall be paid
before any permit is issued."
2. This ordinance shall become effective
upon passage.
ADOPTED ON THE FIRST READING
ON THE 19 DAY OF NOVEMBER,1981.
ADOPTED ON THE SECOND
READING ON THE 10 DAY OF DEC.,
1981.
COMMON COUNCIL,CITY OF MURRAY
By: Mayor
Attest:
Jo Crass,City Clerk
2. NOTICE

NOTICE
Will clean gutters 1- and do
yard work. Call
after 5 p.m.
759-9638. Ask
for Carl.

Bible Coll
When To Let Your
Children Go 7594444; Bible Story ,
759-4445.
$25 Free groceries
given. by World_ Book
Childcraft. Register at
Big Johns Saturday Dec
121981.

For
Sale
1977 Ford
Granada
Ghia,
Bog blue PIMA

Good condition,
clean, good family
car. Asking $2,300.
Call 153-6821 after 5
P.m.
Do your Christmas
Shopping early. Leather
purses, wallets, jackets,
belts. Custom made.
Ntinor shoe repair.
Murray Leather Shop
Dixieland Center. 751/9633.
Female roommate
wanted to share two
bedroom house. Call 7539265.
Grisham Steel Security
storm doors for protec
lion, decoration and
insulation. For details
call Murray Lumber
Co. 753 3161.
Mirrors For Christms
M & G Complete Glass
Co. has a complete line
of frames and custom
cut mirrors. We do
picture framing and cut
glass table tops. We
custom make gun
cabinets, show cases
and display cases. In
slan-aUTO- glast-window
glass and plate -glass.
Repair storm windows,
storm doors and patio
door glass. M & G Glass
816 Coldwater Road.
753 0180 or 753 2798.
Protect your home.
Install a Grisham ad
Iustable steel security
door. Adjust to fit doors
30" to 42" wide. Also for
6" patio doors. Easy to
install. Murray Lumber
Co 153 3161

2. NOTICE

on a in
X
good condition
for. sale. Call
7 5 3 - 3 40 3 .
Ask Twilo about her
speiol bond oils on
tinting.

Carter
Studio
300 Main

753-8298

VIDEO TAPE EXCHANGE CO-OP OF
AMERICA, INC. The

oldest and largest Video
tape exchange business
in the Mid-west now offers an opportunity to
own your own business
and be affiliated with
experienced industry
pioneers HIGH CASH
RETURN: NEW
ULTI:EILLION '
Dollar Video market
Less than 3 percent
penetrated Business
growth over next five
years expected to be explosive, Apprx. $25,000
investment covers Co-op Affiliated Retail
Store membership. Pro
tected territory, Trait
ing Program, Inventory
& Equipment. No
Royalties - No Franchise Fees - for full information on this Complete & Comprehensive
program. Call or write
Mr. Robert Cox 1403 N. Fares Ave., Evansville,
Ind. 47711. Ph. 812-4261092.
Salemans Samples. All
new spring 1982 sport
swear and dresses.
Sizes9 10, 10 and 14 only.
Room 153, Murray
Holiday Inn, Friday
Dec 11 and Saturday
Dec 12. 9 am to 6 pm.
Santa Suite Rental Mr.
Tuxedo 310 East Main
759-4073.
Save energy. Buy insulating water heater
blankets for gas and
electric water heaters.
Murray Lumber Co, 104
Maple St.
Visit Hazel Kentucky Antique Mall. Open 5 days a
week. 9 5. Sunday 1-5.
Watkins specials. Black
pepper, vanilla, menthol camphor ointment.
Trevor or Geraldine
Mathis 753-8284.

FREE

Gift Certificate whoa yoe
cows into the store.
Use now or later em
the perches* of KENNY Mir 11114,
Omits it wombeiu) it
sou god weaseas
boots,. Now Sidpeaut
Weekly.
s10.00

Vernon's
Weston.
Store
Olympic Plus
7134113
9-9 Duly
1-1 /016101
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2. NOTICE
Attention MDE and
WBE sub-contractors
and suppliers. We are
Preearing a bid to be
submitted Dec. 17, 1981
on Waste Water System
facilities in Murray, Ky.
We are soliciting sub
bids on the following
work: earth work, fence
work, landscaping,
Paving, piping, precast
concrete, paneling,
ceramic tile, resilint
flooring, painting,
plumbing, HVAC and
electrical plans and
specifications may be
examined at our office
or several other
locations. If interested
in any of this work
please contact us at
once at Service Construction Co. P. 0. Box
40646 Nashville, Tn.
37204, Phone 615-2553161.

!FOUND
5. LOS.T 8

1
A

1982 Calloway County
class ring. Yellow gold
with blue stone. Greg on
side of it. Reward. 4374214.

6 HELP WANTED

EXPERIENCED
SECRETARY
•Customary office duties plus
financial and administratiwe
responsibilities
•Opportunites in
interpersonal
relationships
with public
• Salary
negotiable
•Please send
complete
resume to P. 0.
Box 1040 E. Murray, Ky. 42071
$180 Per • Week Part
Time at Home. Webster, America's foremost dictionary company needs home
workers to update local
mailing lists. All ages,
experience unnecessary. Call 1-716-842-6000.
Ext.5112.
Representive. Would you
like to represent the na
tion's largest builder of
individually built, custom
constructed homes? We
will train you to call on
our prospects. If You are
arlrionest, aggreSSive, go
getter, this is hap opportunity to get in on the
ground floor. Straight
commission or salary
plus commission position
available. Multi-million
dollar ad campaign opens
the door for you. Excellent advancement opportunities. Fringe
benefits for salaried
employees include: stock
purchase investment, life
and hospitalization insurance, profit sharing
progl'am. If you are this
person and you are ready
and willing to talk to
home building prospects,
contact us immediately.
Jim Walter Homes, Inc.
hone
one 1-442-7368. An
Opportunity
Employer.
11
.
11
.
2212
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Need someone to do
your housecleaning
while you do your
Christmas shopping?
Call 759-1255 or 753-2377.
Will do babysitting in
my home. 753-9417.
Will do housework. Call
Claudia 436-2510.
14 WANT TO BUY
WANTED. Baby shoes
to be bronzed. Call
1-443-5926 from 8 a.m. to
10 p.m. We pick up your
shoes and give you a
receipt.
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 474-8838 after 5pm.

a

24. MISCELLANEOUS 32. APTS FOR

CAR STEREO. Wood stove for sale
Pioneer, Kenwood, 753-3523.
Marantz, Mitsubishi,
Sanyo. Professional in26. TV RADIO
stallation. Sunset
Boulevard Music
Dixieland Center
Chestnut St. 753-0113.

EXTERMINATING'

CLAYTONS
753-7575 27. MOBIL
HOMES SALES

24. MISCELLANEOUS
Fake fur coat. Like new.
Half price, $40. Call 4362516.
Ithaca 20 guage pump gun
with two barrels. High
standard 20 guage
automatic, 243 rifle. Call
753-1208.
14K diamond ring,
men's and women's
gold rings. Fine glass,
clocks, copper design
plates, many quality
gift items! Low prices.
Need cash. Leo,
753-9898.
50 cc !Wet jet motorcycle $200. Custom built bar
and two stools, $250. Hair
dryer on stand $20. exer
cise bike $20. Custom
built 3 wheeler or motorcycle trailer $650. 7530115.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436-2566.
Custom made rifle
cases, slings, leather
clothing. Murray
Leather Shop Dixieland
Center. 759-9633.
Electronic games, 8
track tape player,
ladies size 6 roller
skates, small 3 speed
boys bike, automatic
dial telephone. Call
753-4981.
Firewood. Order. now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood. Seasoned oak
and hickory. Will cut to
order. Bulk rates
available. Call 753-7300
or 753-7585.
Firewood for sale. 7533523.
Fork lifts new and used.
Complete line of lifts for
every purpose. Datsun
and others. If you need
a lift give us a call
502-247-4069.

Hand crocheted afghan
and quilt tops. Call 7536379.
Ladies clothing, Coats,
jackets, boots, shoes,
pants and tops. Clock
radio. Call 753-7981.
Rent a fluffy furry
Santa Suite from the
Kappa Depatment and
surprise someone this
Christmas. Call
753-8233.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18''-24''
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Sears sewing machine, 12
built in stitches, 30 cams,
$175. Call 753-9424 between 5 and 6 pm
weekdays. Anytime
Saturdays.
•
Six gun solid maple
cabinet. $125. Call 4362124 or 436-5810.
Slabs for sale bundled
or banded. You haul or
we will haul in 10
bundle lots. Call
Shomaker Lumber Co.
McKenzie, Tn. 901 352
5777, 7 .to 5. After 5,
901-352-3632 also
sawdust.
Small super market in
excellent condition in
Mayfield Ky. 502-2471461 or 247-5961 after
7:30pm.
Sony HP 610 home stereo
system in excellent condition. Call 753-7785.

WANTED

Wood, cut up slabs, 117. a
rick. Call 753-8526.

CLAYTONS
753-7575
1111111811111111111111

Wood cut to order. Any
size or any length. $20. a
rick delivered and
ricked up. Call 435 4425
or 753-0297.
Wood for Sale. 125 a
rick. Call 489-2101 or
489-2231.

WALLIS DRUG
•PRESCRIPTIONS *FRESH FRUIT DRINKS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
SLEADING BRANDS OF COSMMCS
*HOLLISTER °STONY PRODUCTS
Free Deivevy en Prescrietieas ia CitY Limits

•
-

[
- - HORNBUCKLE

BARBER
SHOP _

2251. P. Miller St.(Amos how Catoweeity Cotter)

i

Logo
Selection
Used TV's

25"color $39.95
19" color, 13" color, 19" B/W

22. MUSICAL

Responsible party to
take up payments on
like new piano.

Spetiolhing in Senior Citizens
Noir Cots $1.00
ores Nears
Moe., Tees., Then., Fri., Sat.
8-12 - 753-3(35
.......,

A

-

RtNT-

Two bedroom un
furnished duplex with
stove, refrigerator,
dishwasher and dis
PoSal. Extra nice. In
westwood subdivisidn.
Heat pump with low
utilities. $250 month
753-3742 before 4 pm or
305-792-5565 after 4 pm.
Two bedroom apart
ment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal,
washer and dryer
hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
$225 deposit required.
$225 per month. Call
753-2622or753-3865.
Two bedroom furnished
or unfurnished apartment. 753-8730 before 5
pm.753-6965 after 5 pm.
Two or three bedroom
furnished apartment on
Olive Street. No pets.
Lease and deposit. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.
Two or three furnished
apartment on Olive St.
No pets, lease and
deposit. Call 753-9208
after 4pm.

311. PETS SUPPLIES_

43. REAL ESTATE

& Sales
Center
ite E. Mei
753-8251

32. APTS. FOR RENT

Efficiency one or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apts. S 16th. 753-6609.
Equal Housing. One .and
two bedroom apart
ments. Call Murray
Manor 753-8668.
Furnished one bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534)09 or 436-2844.
Firrnished 1 bedroom
apartment near downtown Murray. Call 7534109 or 436-2844.
New 1 bedroom apartment with central heat
and air, heat pump. On
Hillwood Dr. Rent and
deposit. No pets. 4928765.
One bedroom furnished
apartment for adults.
New paint and drapes.
Two -blocks from hospital. No pets. Lease and
deposit required. Call
753-9208 after 4 pm.
One bedroom efficiency
apartment. Partial
utilities paid. No pets. $90.
Call 753-9741.
One room efficiency
apartment.- $90. Located
at corner of 16th and
Olive Vreets across
from University. Call
At 4793.
Small furnishea IpartMitil.'Private. $90. No
children. Na pets. See at
407 S 8th, Murray.
Three bedroom

37. LIVESTOCK
SUPPLIES
Appaloosa Gelding, 6
years old, 15 hands. Goes
well under English and
Western tack. $700. Call
Denise at 767-6556.

38 PETS SUPPLIES
Goat for Sale. Corn fed
and neutered. Call 7533387.
AKC Cocker pups. Red,
black and bluff. $85.
Will hold for Christmas.
901 648 5024 or 901-6485225.
AKC, Minature
Schnauzer, 8 weeks old.
Pick now for Christmas
gift. Call 753-0726 after 5
pm anytime on weekends
Dachshund puppies for
sale, 7 weeks old, no
papers. 474-2325.
One 16 hand, 5 year old,
gaited, Pinto mare, or
one 7 year old, 15 hand,
gaited, sorrel gelding.
Both gentle enough for
young riders but
spirited enough for
seasoned riders. Your
choice for $800. Call
753 0224 after 5:30 or
wekends.
Registered pointer bird
dog puppies 12 weeks
old. Out of good hunting
stock. $50 each. 753
9365.
Six month old black
Great Dane, full pedi
gree, cropped ears,
fully obedience -trained
Call VI. 753.6527, 753
9101

41 PUBLICSALE •

Garage Sale. Christmas
shop with us. Thursday,
1603 Miller. , Available Friday and -Saturday
January 1St. Call 753 2403 New and collectible
iteiT1%. Ornaments,
after 4 pm
depression glass, crystal,
We manage property china, McCoy, Shawnee,
for other, Nave two Hull, antique couch, bells,
garage ar -fments also chain saw, pictures and
two turn ,ed mobile much more 0n611 South
homes Coleman Real' op.!
ro.,s State fine at
gova
r'.-1t.
ATIA

downstairs apartment at

I

PLEASING TO
THE
EYE AND
TO TIM
POCKETBOOK
Come see this three
bedroom, 1102 bath
brick home,11 living room, dining
room, family room,
chain-link fenced
backyard, large
covered wooden
deck, automatic
garage door
opener, central gas
heat and insulated
to TVA Specifications to help save on
those winter heat
bills. All this and
priced in the low
$50's. Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realty for all the
details.
QUALITY AT A
REASONABLE
PRICE
Beautifully maintained three
bedroom, two bath
brick residence
with approximately
1600 sq. ft. heated.
Includes living
room, kitchen with
all the conveniences, and central gas heat.
Located in
Gataborough Subdivision and priced
to sell! Phone 7531222, Kopperud
Realy, for real service in real estate.

Does par &wily moo
t
'housing? Weir
.c
walking &taro of school?
WOO two iliodivows aid Iwo
baths? Low moweenaiwo
aid tawiliant qualify? At.
pike elms than $16,000?
Ikea oat 753-492 now,
offer haws 75U-0187.

r2s.
MEM MIS, MAIMS°
I2OG Swam"
kowney. Kentucky 42071
0021 7S3-14/72

2.1kwhao
c:3 7531222
JUST
COMPLETED
And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedrooms, great
room, three full
baths, very attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development adjacent to Gatesborough. Immediate possession
andpriced in the
$70's. Owner financing available.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.

HOUSES FOR RENT

House for middle age
couple. No pets. Deposit
required. Call 753-2987.
Nice two bedroom brick
with large utility room,washer, dryer, refrigerator, air conditioner, shady lot and
garden spot. Married
couples only. Reasonable rent for young
couple with proper references and deposit.
492-8594 after 6 pm.
One bedroom 'house in
Lakeway Shores. Partly
furnished. Water fur
fished. Call 753-6123.
Three bedroom house in
Almo Heights. $275 per
month. Call 753-8411.
Three bedroom house,
large kitchen, stove and
refrigerator furnished,
washer hookup, carpeted.
Less then one mile from
BUSINESS RENTALS Kentucky Lake. $225.
Plus deposit. Water included. 442-3877.
Three bedroom house
with water and wood
Viteriammom
iAlisi
furnished. Call 345-2205.
Steresh Spots
Two bedroom furnished
Per New
house in country. Garden spot and water
733471$
furnished. 753-7671.
Building, 1360 sq ft, Two bedroom cottage,
formerly occupied by living room, kitchen,
Dishes N Things, in full bath. Located at
Dixieland Shopping Paris Landing on the
Center on Chestnut. Coast Guard road. $125
Days call 753-7972, per month plus utilities.
nights, 753-3018.
4" Deposit required. 436Office or commercial 5353.
space. Approximately Two bedroom, gas heat,
1400 sq ft. A-) location. washer-dryer hook-up,
Kopperud Realty - 753- carpeted. 503 S. 6th
1222.
$150. per month. Call
362-8063 after 6pm.
Two bedroom all electric home in Murray.
S750. month, $100 deGet Ready For''
posit. 753-9829.
MAW Season
bedroom house in
Two
Rental Sugges- Panorama
Shores
tions: Exercise Partly furnished. $115 a
month. References and
Bicycles.
deposit required. Call
Merrey Rental
753-6753.

arat-ESTATE

Twelve week old AKC
Labratfor Retrievers
Only 3 left. Will hold
untill Christmas Call
753 4498.
White miniature poodle
$50.coo 75341333.

1971 Richardson, 12 x 60,
two bedrooms, central
air and gas heat. Unfurnished. 753-3142
daytime. After 5 pm
753-8854.
1976 Two bedroom
Mobile home and lot. 14
x 60. Attached porch
and awning. Call 7591956 after 3 pm.
Mobile home for sale or
rent. Located in
Puryear. Two bedroom
completely furnished. 33
ROOMS FOR RENT
Sale price $7,000. Rent
$200 monthly plus de- Boys. Large private
posit. 901-247-5357.
room with kitchen
facilities, half block
28. MOBILE
from Campus. Call
753-1342.
HOME RENTALS
Two bedroom trailer, 10 Rooms for Rent. One
x 55. East of Almo. Calf block from University.
753-1812 or 753-6933.
753-3320.
Two bedroom furnished
mobile home for rent or
sale. $125 per month or
$2,500. Phone 753-5750.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court. No phone
calls please.
Two 2 bedroom trailers
for rent, fully furnished.
$140. Call 753-1879 after 5
Pm.
Two bedroom mobile
home. Quiet neat court.
Single $75. Couple $85.
Call 753-8216 after 5 pm.
Two 13940.4iAp
JO x
55, 2 miles Northeast of
Almo. Call 753-3320.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice. 489-2611
Two bedroom trailer for
Rent on Ledbetter
Church road. $60 a
month. Call 354-6144.

ir

EASY ON
THE BUDGET
Attractive 3 bedroom brick home on
Highway 94,10
mileS East of Murray near Kentucky
Lake. Lot of approximately 1 acre.
Priced reasonably
at only $28,000.
Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty
for full details.
Perdem & Thurman
Insurance &
Real Estate
Soutiside Court Sq.
Murray, Ilentecky
753-4451
_

.
Take This.
, Home...Ple,ase!
No kidding, owner
must sell. He's
been transferred
from Murray to
Omaha. He's leaving behind an
assumable loan.
Poor guy! We've
got every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping.
livestock or a combination of both tobacco barn,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes,
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How • about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 723 acre
country estatf.
Dial 753-1492 for
_your 10_ ervirt.i
brochure op this
estate. After hours
dial 430-2100

rf I.

Strout
Realty
.
Office Cent te Cent
Buyers frees Everywhere
Iteloble Service Gees 19811
1912 Ceidwetei Reed
Hervey, Restecky 42071
(512)753.1186
Anytime
JOEL 50111011
lireaw
Meese!& Seeded
PRICED FOR QUICK
SALE. Three bedroom
home in town on large
lot, 150 x 106. This home
is neat and clean ready
to move in. Insulated
garage and fenced back
Yard. Ideal investment
property convenient to
stores, could be zoned
commercial. Talk to us
about financing. For
more -- information call
Spann Realty Assoc.
753-7724.
44 LOTS
Approximately 44 acres
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 4892425.
Three acres wooded
property, Kirby Jen
nings Trail area. Close
to lake. Asking $2,750.
Call 753-6054,
45

Secluded 5 acre farm
with brick home and
large barn. S25,003. Call
5.9 pm,759 1644.
46. HOMES FOR

SALE

Owner has left state and
urges offer of his 2
bedroom home. Sitting
on one and a half acres
New roof, septic tank
and well. Electric,. bill
averaged $20 month last
winter. Call Spanm
Realty Associates, 753
7724.
3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
bathes, large living
room and den. 2 car
garage with large stor
age room. Call 489-2145
or 753-2493

1,USEDCR
A S

Assumable and •ffor
dable Like new
bedroom with great
room, ICits of cabinets in
the kitchen Garage,
heat pump, fenced in
turd. Call .Owner at
753 S469 or Shroat
Waldrop Realty
7591767.
Brick Duplex one block
from University. $42.500.
Will sell each apartment
for $32,500. 759 1074, 7532649.
House, for sale in Can
terbury. Call 75.3 0731
New titre! bedroom, 2
baths, built in applian
ces Must sell $30,000.
Call 489-2670
Older 8 room house with
2 baths, large iot.
Priced to sell. Call
753 3593.
One and a half story, 7
acres, Ashley wood
heater. Will sell, lease
or rent. You must see
this one. Coleman Real
Estate 753-9198.
Three bedroom brick
home, carpet
throughout, 2 baths,
large living room and
den, 2 car garage with
large storage' room
Call 489-2145 or 753-8394.
Unique log home, 3
bedroom, central gas
heat with full basement
Assumable loan. Call
Purdom 8. Thurman
Realty, 753-4456.•

1963 Ford Fairlane 31
miles per gallon. good
condition. 437 4945
1970 Chevy impala first
$125 cash takes it
4262150
1970 OkIS NI convertible,
collectors item, gold
with white top. Excel
lent condition, extra
clean, original top, $2,
000 actual miles, One
owner. White leather
interior, 6 way power
seats. For convertible
lovers. Anxious to sell.
Call 753-6580 after 5p.tn.
1972 MG red with black
interior, perfect condo
lion. 753-0708. 767-4767
1973 Chevelle, 2 door
$300. Call 492 8345
1973 Ford Station, Wa
gon. 351 VS. automatic,
good tires, good condi
lion. 753-9181, 753 8124.
1978 Toyota Land Cruiser,
hardtop. warn winch. Call
753 8118.
1977 white Grand Prix with
red top low mileage ex
cellent condition loaded
13250. Call 436 2682 after 5
p.m

FOk
SALE

PARKER
FORD
701 Maim
153-5213

rouikiamborioAr
7

Protect yourself
and loved ones.
Pull die ectryissor pin on AIN pocket sae frearylency Aisne
sells
Lite A tow& beating screen• demotes etterstion
tor help Dees not two until acme/tor is replaced Cerra
nitt• you everywhere tor mutant protection No IseNier Owl
• Podi of verities Convenient. wilt in flestilietit perfect
tor finding dark keyneles end 1.inS dlibedi met of
perterseri et mita A must tor your l•otal ream Pluto on
ineepensere pen me wwww. Greet tor semen& Opaline.
pm your Ernsraercy Alarm Lite
ali sports Story tete
loodey
lonlen

NAME
ADD
CITY
ZIP
STATE
Please rush Me Alarm.Litt
at 0$6 95 OM,$1193
tosechock or money order

You ore invited to join us in celebration
of the. Holiday Season. Come by for
refreshments and .visit . . We will be
taoltip'for you.. •

IL 1
Bogard Realty & Auction
Dover, Term. 615-232-5150

Bo*

TRUFMN

tear IfE 26111 St Susie 232 Si Lauderdale Pt. 11306
If Not satisfied ',torn on In clays roir lull refund

Cilatik.tow
Imo

.ng and concrete All
work done to satisfac
tion 753 7211
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Stars
For free
estimates call 753 7310
Automobile mechanic
will do work on auto
matic and all gasoline
engined trucks All work

PURDO/AS

Loretta Jobs, Realtors 1200 Sycamore

.-111111h.-

Also do carpentry, pain
I ing, roo I

FOR SALE

CENTURY 21

Mirrargertholl,‘AW
riV)/53 1 492

All your plumbing and
air conditioning nidds

guaranteed Call 437
4541
Carpenter. paneling.
etc
30 years ex
persence. 436 2253
Concrete block and
brick work 70 years
experience. Free es
Senates Call 753 5474.
Donft put off petting
Your favorite sofa or
chair reupholstered
because of tht long wait
tor its return. We offer
one week serve, Also
take advantage of our
year end special. Say
You saw this ad and
save $50 on any sofa
and chair combination
1978 728 Camero. Black Bill's Upholstery 104 S
with gold pin stripes, air 13th.
conditioned, console, Fence sales at Sears
automatic, tilt wheel, now. Call Sears 753 2310
power doors, brand new for free estimate fbr
tires, 55000. Also stereo your needs.
system $700 Call anytime For your lime hauling
Mon. Fri. 762 2218
and lime spreading,
1981 Olds cutlass white rock, gravel,
Supreme Brougham. 2 sand, coal hauling
4LMOTORCYCLES door,
hardtop, air con- -call 753 4545 or see Roger
dition, factory AM FM Hudson. Located 10
1973 Kawasaki 450 MX
cassette stereo with 4 miles east on Hwy 94
$300. Also 1980 Yamaha speakers, wire
wheels, GENERAL HOME
175 IT $700. Will sell both
9,000 actual miles. Call REPAIR IS years ex
for $900. Call 154-6278.
153-8118.
'perience Carpentry,
1980 Yamaha 400 Special
Clean, local gas saver. concrete, plumbing,
with mag wheels, wind 1976
Toyato Wagon S roofing, sliding NO
jammer, custom. seat, speed, cream. See
at JOB TO SMALL. Free
luggage carrier, elec
1704 Greenbrier for estimates. Days 474
tronic ignition. If your
$2075. 753-4981.
2359, nights 474 2276.
looking for a bike, look at
Guttering by Sears
this one. $1,200. Call 527SO USEOIRUCKS
Sears continuous gut
8372,
1973 volkswagon Bus. ters installed for your
Custom made lather Rebuilt engine, AM
FM
jackets,trousers, hats, radio. $2,175. Good specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
Minor shoe repair. condition.
Must sell. estimate.
Murray Leather Shop, 753 1289,
K & K STUMP REMO
Dixieland Center. 759'
1977 Ford pickup. 302, VAL. Do you need stumps
9633.
automatic, new tires, removed from your yard
new silver paint, 59,000 or land cleared of
49 USECICARS
miles. $3000. 753 1387,
stumps? We can re
Move stumps up to 74
110 GMC Van Coriver
sion. Fully customized inches below the
its) Ceti's: with reirigerotor, sink, ground, leaving only
stereo, couch (converts sawdust and chips. Call
Oldsmobile Sr.. into
bed), rally wheels, for free estimates. Bob
Coupe. Ono mew, custo paint and captains Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
chairs,. 13,000 miles. Kemp Jr 435 4319
8,000 mks.
Reply to 753 5014,
MOBILE HOME AN
underpinning,
SURPLUS CARS, CHORS
JEEPS_ AND TRUCKS roof's sealed, patio
NOW AVAILABLE thru awnings, and house
local GOVernment type roofs for mobile
Oldsmobile
Sales, call 1-714 569 0241 homes. 753 1873 Jack
Pontisc
for your directory on Glover
Cantu
how to purchase. Open Need work on your
1400W. Ma
24 hours
trees? Topping, prun
Surplus Jeeps, Cars, ing, shaping, complete
7S3-S3IS
and Trucks available. removal and more. Call
1974 Ford Station Wa
Many sell for under BOVER'S TREE
gon. Drives good, new $200. Call 312 742 1143 SERVICE for Pro
inside. $575 or best Ext. 2641, for informa fessional tree care
753 8536.
tion on how to purchase.
offer 753 9672.
.1974 Toyota Corolla Truck and 200 amp P rofessional
paperhanging, painting,.
Deluxe. Excellent con, welder 753 5668
farm buildings, top,
dition, new painted
racing stripes, dark SERVICES OFFERED sides, commercial or
tinted windows, 37,000 ALCOA ALUMINUM residential. Call
actual miles, good gas SIDING or vinyl siding Tremon Farris.
mileage. $1500. firm. and trim
Aluminum 759 1987
Call Sal A53.6527 or trim for brick houses. Rocifing Hot Tar and
753-9101.
,
gravel roofs. Ask about
4 1,10 Glover 753 1873.
5 year -guarantee Reefs
1976 Cadillac Seville. APPLIANCE SE4
Silver one silver, 42,000 VICE, KENMORE, coated cold or hot
miles, loaded. Call 753
WHIRLPOOL and applications, shingle
7441 or 753-82)8.
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 roofs removed and re
1976 Corvette, years experiekce. placed Complete roof
customized. Call 753- Bobby Hopper, Bob's and decking removed
Appliance Service, 203 S and replaced.Roll roof
4320 or 759-4647.
ing, fiberglasS shingles
1976 Pontiac Safari 5th. 753 4872 or 753 8886.
installed on straight
Station Wagon. Good Alexander Septic Tank 4x12 roof $33.50. Labor
Cleaning
Vacuum
condition. 753 8124.
and material. All work
cleaned from your guaranteed.
The Pro
driveway
Industrial, fessionals
Yates Roof
residential, or corn
ing Co, V642.0158. Call
mercial. 24 hour
collect
service. Call 753-5933.
Tree trimming and
removal, hedges and
1980 Monarch, 4
shrubs. Firewood. Call
ROOFING
door, Silver, 6
753.5476.
RUILT•UP & SHINGLES
cylinder, low miles,
Wet basement? We
References. AN wort
make wet basements
Micholin radial
pedrent••1. Free
dry, work completely
Estimates. Cell 751tires, air,
guaranteed
Call or
111.39
or
753-45411.
automatic, PS, PB,
write: Morgan Con
struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
flat flight seat
Will sharpen hand saws, 409 A Paducah, Ky
with arm rest.
chain saws and skill 42001 or call day or
Looks new.
saws. Call 753-4656
night 1.442 7026.
-

Tuesday, Dec. 15, 1981
4 p.m. to 6 p.m.
at

f

SERVICES OF FERET

46. HOMES FOR SALf

CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE

LIMA NE,IULTIIISQ9

•

FARMS FOR SALE

310

I. 121 111. ‘11 KR AI.ky..LEDGER & TIMES,Saturda),• December 12, 19111

Open Doily 9-9
Sundays 12-6

4=sur-ilir

IC mart* ADVERTISED
MERCHANDISE POLICY

The Saving Place am

SUNDAY

PRICEBREAKERS

TUTESDAY

Our firm inionlion•lo hes* every adverOwl Awn an skid( on CIIN IMMO. 1 an
advertised awn so not available for porch.** due to any untoreseen mason.
K marl wad esue•Rain Check on request
for the merchandoe lone dem or reasonable family quantity)to be purchased at the
sale pnc• whenever &wadable or wa mei
you& comparable quality dem al•comparable reduction in price

WE
HONOR

MasterCard

2Pkgs.For $3

544

3 Days Only

Brach's Chocolates

15.88

General-purpose drill with reverse.
The versatility of a /
1
4-inch drill!

sizes
P/A/T

Our Reg.

Pkgs.
For
Christmas Gift Wrapping Paper

4.77

3/s-in. Variable-speed Drill

1.27

Our Reg. 2.17 Ea.Pkg.

5 rolls, each 26" wide. 50-sq. ft

Our Reg.97`, Bag Of 25 Bows,2/1"

1.57

97c
Queen-size
Nylon' with
Panty
Nose
Our 1.74,
oto
ctn
panel
Control

Top, 1.17-

EXTRA
COLOR
PRINTS
From Your Color
Print Negatives

Electronic Football Game

Tti
„

Offensive/defensive fun for two
players. Battery operated. Save.

Pr-71
'Toy/
v:11i
"
lidt
221012"Handl?
16x26"
set
12x12" V4 54;

•Battery not Included

6.88

OA.80 1.47

5.99

Each

Standard
Size
Reprints
Inquire About Our
On-time Service

Time-Zero'M
SX-70* Film

See'N Say° Toy Selection

Choose Zoo Keeper says, Farmer
says, Mother Goose says, or Bee
says

Polaroid' color
film. 10 exp. Save.

135/20-exp. Color
print film. ASA100.
processing notInduCliK1

Polaroid's

3-plece

eer,.
stv
so
tton/polve
o
terry.
911:velour

.97
046
.

Roll

Focar Color
Print Film

Your Net
Cost After
Factory
Rebate

Coffee Maker
With Clock
2 to 10-cup drip coffee
maker with Brew StarterTM automatic clock/
timer. Save at K mart.

Time Zero
Camera Outfit
Includes One
Single Pack Of Film

2-slice Automatic Toaster
SettingVor selecting light to
dark 1., •st. Compact style.

29.88

QUALITY PARTS AND SERVICE
SPECIALS THRU SATURDAY
SIZES
478113

RIG.

41.16
43.66
45.66

into FM receiver

67115

44.18

N711114

47.18

N711115

48.11$

'06115

55.76

AN

tN

SERVICES INCLUDE:
1. OR change(up to 5 qts
K mor1 10•140 motor
2. Install,. mint brond
oll later
3. Chassis lubrication(MMusextrc)

AifoOk3.1 3 Mow* Prow
lloplecomeals
4*• MO
Peen*,A.rowtoslo
VIorromiir

WWwIsInducled
AdAnnaletwolarsonm

Our 33.97
600x12"
Plus F.E.T. 1.39 Ea.
For
All Tires Plus F.E.T. Ea.
Mounting included - No Trade-in Required

2

Our Reg. 10.88
Rubber Mats
Twin front mats in
9ssorted colors.
t.

. 6.96.

copyvkpuilby K rrtort CoTstotion

Front End Alignment Available

Iftwrevr, dhoelle orelblee et eiete

"Our Best"

7-day Sale-4-ply Blackwalls

60 ornot‘c rifle
Glion0eK1*
sem\-out

Vinyl
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TV Special Thru Jan.16
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FM Converter
Turns AM radio

50%e
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Sale Price

011, Lub• And
Filter Special
For many cars
and light truks

Carryout Price
Our 13.97

WWI btchange

Our Reg. 68.88

49.8Auto
8

60-month
Battery Installed
Sizes for many
cars and light
•
trucks.
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